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WE'VE BEEN MAKING FAMILY TR IPS

HOURS 'OF I SPY. ON A FAMILY TRIP, IT'S ALL THE EXCITEMENT YOU WANT

ONSTAR'* SYSTEMS, THE SUBURBAN HAS PLENTY TO BE EXCITED ABOUT.
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Building on our

success and a

foundation of solid

support, our goal

will be that one day

soon, an angler will

catch the world-

record bass in Texas.

First, Texas Parks and Wildlife staff has doggedly pursued a progressive approach

to bass management for the past 15 years that is based on sound science and has

been consistently supported by the Texas Parks and Wildlife Commission. In the

process, these dedicated biologists have been subjected to name-calling and ridicule

when their recommendations were not popular or universally supported.

Second, despite the often fractious and factional nature of the bass fishing

community, its leadership and its rank and file have stepped forward again and

again to support the program, to take the lead in promoting the concept of catch

and release, and to do whatever has been necessary to help us make fishing better.

Finally, philanthropic institutions led by the Parks and Wildlife Foundation of

Texas and the Anheuser-Busch Foundation have generously supplemented the

revenues received by Texas Parks and Wildlife from anglers through the sale of

fishing licenses, providing the necessary capital to move bass management in Texas

to a higher level. This past year alone, with funding from Anheuser-Busch, 22

trophy bass, each weighing more than 13 pounds, were contributed live to the

Budweiser Sharelunker Program by participating anglers. In their own spawning

units at the Texas Freshwater Fisheries Center in Athens, these big fish produced

more than 93,000 fry, which will strengthen the genetics of big bass in the waters

of our state.

Now, as Ken Kurzawski writes in this issue, we begin a new chapter: Operation

World Record.

Building on our success and a foundation of solid support, our goal will be that

one day soon, an angler will catch the world-record bass in Texas.

I know that fish will be out there in Texas waters in the years ahead, and I look forward to experiencing, with

everyone else, the thrill of the angler who catches her and the pride of having produced her.

We are going to do this together.

TEXAS PARKS AND WILDLIFE MISSION STATEMENT:

To manage and conserve the natural and cultural resources of Texas
for the use and enjoyment of present and future generations.
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From the Pen of Andrew Sansom

*ON OCTOBER 20, 2000, JOHN LINDSEY CELEBRATED THE NEW MILLENNIUM up on Lake Meredith

in the Texas Panhandle by catching a 14.14-pound largemouth bass with a fly rod. I was at a

dinner in Fort Worth less than 24 hours later, and the tables were buzzing about this exciting feat

and all its details, right down to the weight of the tippet tied to Lindsey's leader. You know it was

thrilling for him, but it was also thrilling for the rest of us. We caught the fish vicariously many times over and

will no doubt continue to do so for years to come.

Similar tales now come out of the boat ramps and marinas of Texas every year as our public waters continue

to provide average anglers the opportunity to fish for bass in the big leagues.

It hasn't come by accident.
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Jim Foster is a full-time out-
door writer/photographer. His

travel photographs and articles

have appeared :n newspapers
anId magazines across the coun-

tr, and in Eutr-pc He current-

lv writes a weeL) column for
The Valley Mornin g Star, The
En-wnsville Her i,e and The McAllen Monitor. He is a

popular lectIrer and gives slide presentations on South
Texas fishing, hunting and wildlife. Foster taught
wcclife and na-ure photography at Texas State Technical
CoI ege in Harlingen. He and his wife, Debra, live on a
small ranch in ISoith Texas, where he has a fine kennel
of bird dogs in Debra operates a successful boarding
kri7el business. He writes about the new wave in
shallow-water Loa.:s in this issue.

Dan Barton is a woodworker and

building contractor who has

restored and remodeled many older
- homes in Austin and Central

Texas. The Institute of Texan

Cultures in San Antonio and the

Dougherty Arts Center in Austin
hav,c exhibited h s hand-built early Texas-style furniture.
He maintains an avid interest in the outdoors, which

goes back to h-s childhood in rural Dallas County. He
has hunted, i-ed, canoed and rafted in Texas, New
lMxico, Utaf, Colorado and Mexico. In this issue he
writes about a blul quail hunt on the Black Gap
Wildlife Management Area. He and his wife, Judith, a
painter and a psychologist, live in Austin.

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE
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Picks, Pans and Probes from Previous Issues

*

BOOKS ARE MY FAVORITE HOLIDAY GIFTS, both to give and to receive.
Those authors aiming for this year's Texas Book Festival held in early

November ensured that my family and friends would have a wide

selection of new titles from which to choose, and so I have a handsome stash of

new books to kick off the new year.

The most precious of these is John Graves and the Making of Goodbye to a

River: Selected Letters, 1957-1960, a keepsake edition published by

TaylorWilson Publishing to honor John Graves as the featured author of Texas

Book Festival 2000 and to mark the 40th anniversary of Goodbye -

to a River. Edited by David S. Hamrick and designed by D.J.

Stout, the smallish volume is illustrated with the photos Graves

himself took with a Brownie camera on the Brazos trip in 1957.

These letters allow a a fascinating glimpse into the mind of

the man and the exacting attention to detail that is his hallmark.

In a letter to J. Frank Dobie dated September 9, 1960, Graves;

comments on Goodbye to a River: "In it I tried to say a few things

honestly, and as well as I could." That perfect sentence made me

wish everyone who writes would end by writing that sentence

and then signing their name.

The book is arranged into four chapters followed by an

annotated bibliography, which I confess I turned to first to see

what I might have missed over the years, and need to track

down. It struck me how fortunate we are to have John Graves

writing a Texas Rivers series for Texas Parks & Wildlife (his articles

on the Canadian, Pecos and Llano rivers have run in the past year

or so, and he'll soon have a piece on the Neches ready for your

pleasure). It also struck me that I and this magazine's staff are

merely the latest students in a lengthy series of publishers and

editors who have been gently (but quite firmly!) molded through

our discourse with John Graves: He has educated and improved

us with his commitment to the written word.

This Texas Rivers series would not have come to pass without

the vision and determination of Texas State Photographer Wyman Meinzer,

whose photographs have accompanied John Graves' text on the Canadian,

Pecos and Llano pieces and will grace future Texas Rivers installments. Meinzer

also took the photograph on this issue's cover of Robert Liles, to whom he was

both close friend and unselfish mentor.

We are honored to showcase the powerful talents of these three men, just a

few of the many talented contributors who make this magazine great.

Loving "Life on the Llano"

funny thing happened to me

this morning as I flipped
through your November 2000

issue. The gods guided my eyes and

fingers to the Llano story.

Now, I take and enjoy your

magazine and other Texas

1

John Graves was at Rice

when I was at Baylor. We

shared a Texas, one now

gone with the wind, the

Texas of J. Frank Dobie, Tom

Lea and others in and out of

Texas. John Graves evoked

it, and evokes it still.

W.D. Julian
Crockett

titles, but I've very

seldom, if ever, found

they could touch me

with the magic of

Joycean prose. On the

contrary; quite often I

find myself being
aware that something

else should have been

said, or could have

been better said.

But this was

different. As I scanned

along, I was cajoled

into the cadence of the

writer's voice, and I

stopped scanning and

started reading.

It was only after I

finished reading that I

looked back to see

who had written it.

John Graves! Graves

was at Rice when I was

at Baylor. We shared a Texas, one now

gone with the wind, the Texas of

J. Frank Dobie, Tom Lea and others in

and out of Texas. John Graves evoked

it, and evokes it still. Thanks, Mr.

Graves, it was lovely.

WD. Julian
Crockett

JAN UARY 2001
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MAIL CALL

ohn Graves' article on the Llano

river was enjoyably written and the

photography was outstanding. I

think that perhaps I can shed some

light on the origin and meaning of the

rivers name.

For the most part, the names given

to rivers by Spanish explorers were

descriptive; they referred to a river's

appearance or to its characteristics.

Good examples are Rio Colorado, Rio

Blanco, Rio Grande and Rio Frio (Red

River, White River, Big River and Cold
River). Sometimes a river was named

for something associated with it, such

as Rio de los Pedernales and Rio de los

Nueces (River of the Flints and River of

the Nuts). English-speaking explorers

would have naturally called these two

the Flint River and the Pecan River.

My point is this: The names are

essentially straightforward; they do not
require a long etymological journey to

arrive at their meaning. Neither does

Rio Llano. It simply means "Flat River,"

and it is a perfectly sensible name,

because it is not named for the terrain

through which it flows, but for its own

characteristics.

For most of its length, the river runs

through fairly shallow and sandy land

which is underlain by limestone in the

upper reaches and granite in the lower.

Unable to carve a deep channel in the

hard rock, the river has made for itself a
wide and shallow bed - a flat bed -
which is much wider than the stream

itself. This stream often changes its

course, shifting from side to side within

the banks, which are neither high nor

steep, at least not on both sides at the

same point. In short, it offers a pretty

flat crossing in most places, and it's a

river I have known, enjoyed and loved
for more than 60 years.

Willis McPherson
Rochelle

Thank you folks most sincerely

for John Graves' richly

evocative article in your

November 2000 issue. The Llano is

indeed one of few relatively unspoiled

Texas rivers and is the heart and soul of

a large portion of the Hill Country.

Mr. Graves proves once again that

his writing has an innate ability to

capture the spirit of a river and its

banks. His awareness of the Comanche

is nearly preternatural. However, his
understanding of the presence of the

Spanish in the area is in need of one

minor correction, and the mistake is

not his.

As Mr. Graves pointed out, some

275 years prior to his recent foray, the

Spanish had indeed mined the region

for silver. Slightly less than 100 years

ago, the historian Bolton did fruitlessly
attempt to extract riches from a mine

he had found in the Riley Mountains

south of Llano, believing it to be the

famous Los Almagres.

Unfortunately, conventional

wisdom holds that Bolton's misad-
venture on Honey Creek closed the

book on the whereabouts of Los

Almagres. Recent research performed

under the financing auspices of the

Texas Historical Foundation has

established that Bolton was about

a mile and a half away from the true

site, or at least one true site, of Los

Almagres.

In the last several years, a handful of

shafts have been discovered on

Packsaddle Mountain. These, it is now

believed, are more accurately described

as the famous Los Almagres mines. The

Texas Historical Foundation and lead

archaeologist Christopher Caran are

undertaking a survey of the region to

see if there are more such near-

prehistoric mine shafts. In the

meantime, you can read about our

progress in Heritage, the magazine of

the Texas Historical Foundation. You

can contact us at 512-453-2154, or

find us on the web at <texashf.org>.

Thank you again for a wonderful

article, and thank you for the

opportunity to toot our horn a little.

Oliver Franklin, Executive Director
Texas Historical Foundation

Makeracks,
*, &'$ g ee A* 40 00 00

to the
Dallas Safari Club

"Tracks-In Wild Territory"
Convention and Hunter's Expo

January 26-28, 2001
at the Dallas Market Hall.

Visit nearly 500 exhibits
from Alaska to Zimbabwe
featuring hunting, fishing and
outdoor adventures & gear
from around the globe.

For more information contact:
Dallas Safari Club

6390 LBJ Freeway, #108
Dallas, TX 75240
(972) 980-9800

(800) 9GO- HUNT

www.biggame.org
info@biggame.org
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Convention &Hunter's Expo
Jonuar'y26-28, 2001
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Pentax 10 X 42
DCF/WP

Fully Multi-coated Lenses * Close Focusing (10 feet)
Waterproof/Fogproof * Nitrogen Purged

Phase Corrected Prisms * Long Eye Relief
Rubber Armored * Lightweight (26.8 oz.) * Center Focus

Click-stop Diopter * Lifetime Warranty

Free Comprehensive Optic Buying Guide &
Price List on all major brands.

Web Site: http://www.eagleoptics.com

$ (800) 289-1132
Eagle Optics
2120 W. Greenview Dr. #4
Middleton, WI 53562 (608) 836-7172
email: earnest1@eagleoptics.com
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Located on IH-10 near the
Texas-Louisiana border,
Orange lies on the banks of
the beautiful fish-filled
Sabine River. Just a short
cruise away, you will find
Sabine Lake and the Gulf of
Mexico for excellent salt-l
water angling. For Fishing
fun and excitement, call or
write for our free brochure.

Tony Houseman State Park
& Wildlife Management
Area is #1 on the Great
Texas Coastal Birding Trail.

$0 Visit the TxDot Travel
Information Center by
taking exit 880 East to La.

JV WestboundI teiof
Sabine River Bridge into
Texas.

1012 GREEN AVE. ORANGE, TX 77630
1-800528-4906
FAx 409-886-3247

E-Mail: orgcvb@exp.net
www.org-tx.com/chamber
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our article "Life on the Llano"
in the November issue was

super. I've traveled through

that country for many years en route

to Austin, San Antonio and Laredo

and didn't know what I was missing.

One question, where does the James

River join the Llano?

Austin Roberts
Odessa

SUSAN L. EBERT replies: The James

River flows into the Llano in Mason

County, just west ofthe bridge that

crosses over the Llano River on RR

2389. Go south on RR 1723 from the

city of Mason for about 2.4 miles until

it intersects RR 2389. Head southwest

on RR 2389 for 4.7 miles untilyou

cross the bridge on the Llano River. The

James merges with the Llano about a

quarter-mile to the west ofthe bridge.

A Dual Nature, or a Nature Duel?Jam not renewing because of your

magazine's split personality. Texans

who hike, love wildlife and go

birding are not likely to be hunters

and gunners. You need separate

magazines for these conflicting tastes.

Jerry Franks
MidlandMary Ann Baker's request for

two magazines because she

has to "endure the hunting

and fishing issues" begs a reply.

She states, "there is at least one

article that appeals to the

conservationist/naturalist/science

educator in every issue." Gosh, what

makes her think being a hunter

and/or fisherman excludes one from

being a conservationist, naturalist or a

science educator? Hunting and fishing

go hand in hand with conservation,

nature and education. It is well

known that hunters and fishermen

finance many, if not most,

conservation efforts in Texas and the

United States. As an engineering

graduate of Texas Tech University, I

feel I know something about science

education, besides having spent

thousands and thousands of dollars in

my 51 years on licenses, fees,

ammunition, guns and fishing

equipment. There are millions of

others just like me out there, and I'll

stack our efforts and spending up

against Mary Ann and her associates

anytime. The magazine is just fine the

way it is.

-Dalton Taylor

The Simple Joys of a Good DogJim Anderson's Legend of "Simply
Gus" was a sweet tribute to many

a canine hunting companion.

The teamwork of a hunter and dog

borders on ESP (extrasensory

perception) as they silently sit in a

blind awaiting the game of the day.

This hunting partnership, of reading

each other's minds, has put many a

fine meal on the table.

The story rekindled memories of

my own dear Labrador retriever

hunting companion, Black Diamond

Abbey. And for you nature lovers: The

idea of removing the "love of nature"

from "hunting and fishing" is virtually

impossible, not to mention barbaric

and inhumane.

Peggie Kimberlin
Flower Mound

Sound off for "Mail Call!"
Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine

welcomes letters from our readers.
Please include your name, address
and daytime telephone number.

Write to us at
Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine,
3000 South IH 35, Suite 120,

Austin, TX 78704.
Or, fax us at 512-707-1913.

E-mail us at

<magazine@tpwd.state.tx.us>.

Subscribe at
<tpwmagazine.com>.

- Letters designated by this symbol
were delivered to us via e-mail.

We reserve the right to edit lettersfor
length and clarity

h
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The biggest little water plan in Texas

PL TmICANS 
and errgi-

iecrs have long ccne

-ip with grandiose

plans for moving water from

cnt place :o another. One-

plan proposed tow ng icebergs

fon- Antarctica tc Saudi

A-abia. And Alassa
Governor Wally Elickel

dreamed up a $150 billion,
1,700-mile undersea pipeline
to pipe water from Alaska tc
Caliornia. This month,
wnen 15 ugional water-

plannirg groups submit

their 5 -year plans to the

Texas Water Developmert

Board -or review, seems like

a iting time to look back

at Texa-' biggest water boon-

doggle to date - :he 1968

Water Alan.

The 938 plan involved

deve oping an astounding

supply of water enough

to submerge Conr-ecticut,

Massachusetts, N-w Jersey,

Rhode islandd anc the

District or Columbia to a

depti of one foot :with seime

left over). The key features

of the pla- included a canal

that woalc_ have tapped the

Mississop1 River below New

Orleans, bringing 12 to 13
million acre-feet (one acre-

foot is 125,851 gallons of
wate-) Furdreds o= miles to

Texas. Tre scil and debris

excavatetd to create the canal

in _oaisiar a would have been
used ro create a massive levee

to -ct a< a barrier against in-

land flooring f om hurricanes.

The cara_, they reasoned,

could also be used for barge

shipping nerzen New

Orleans and the Beaumont

Por: Arthur/Orange area.

The Sabine River, incon-

ver iently cut of place,

would be made to run

bacxtward to connect to

the canl fl-om Louisiana.

Once in Texas, the

Mississippi River
water would enter two

:er-ent-lined aqueducts
called the Coastal Canal

and the rans-Texas

Canal.' hese canals

were to snake 1,200 miles

across trIe northern and

souhern oortrions of
Texas. The Coastal Canal

wvoale extend :o the Rio

Grande Valley. On the

wvay, it would nave had

:o "duc" underneath
-ou- major r vers and

142 minir streams along

:he Texas Gulf Coast.

The se-cenc canal, the

Trans-Texas, would have

-ranspo-ted the Mississippi

River wa-r to northeast

Texas, then uph 11 to Thanks to conservation

Lubbock, with one spur measures, it is now expected
veering off to New Mexico to provide water further into
and another to the Trans-Pecos the future.)
and then El Paso. The water To pump the water to its
would be pumped uphill final destination, the project
more than 4,000 feet from would have required 7 million
the Mississippi River to kilowatts of electricity
Lubbock to meet the irriga- more than a third of the
tion needs of the Texas High generating capacity in Texas
Plains. (At the time, the at the time. The U.S. Bureau
Ogallala Aquifer was expected of Reclamaticn, which had
to be depleted by 2020. its own even arger version

-r

-t4 rtc.yI/'

\
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of the Texas Water Plan,

calculated that 12 million

kilowatts would be needed

- and that 12 nuclear power

plants would be necessary o
provide the additional power
because nuclear power

would soon be "dirt cheap.

In addition to the canals

62 new reservoirs, mostly

in East Texas, would have

been constructed to cap-

ture another 4 million

acre-feet of water for even-

tual shipment to Lubbock

and the Rio Grande Valley

The new reservoirs would

have covered 4,500 square

miles of land. The Sulphur
River in East Texas would

have been dammed from

Louisiana border almost to

Dallas. The plan also includ-

ed the elimination of som

60 million acres of water-

guzzling brush, including

saltcedar and juniper.

In 1968 the cost to Texas

for the plan was projectedby

the TWDB to be $3.5 billion,
with an additional $5.5 bil-
lion to come from the federal

government. Some estimated

that the project would ulti-

mately have cost close to

$14 billion in 1968 dollars.
For the plan to proceed,

an amendment to the Tex

Constitution was needed

the state to finance its share

Of the project. In the end,

plan was defeated at the ba

box - by only 6,000 votes.
Thus it became the plan t

never was, and thankfully

Today the 1968 Texas
Water Plan stands as a mo

timent to another time,

when bigger was always b

tcr. Mark Twain's words

seem to apply to such

endeavors when he said,

"Man is the only animal

blushes. Or needs to."

Cor

Port

THING
ab What's that great

sucking sound
1-' on Ihe beach at

Port Aransas?
ted Sheepshead fishers

finding ghost
shrimp bait.

as "convict fisE' forNICKNAMED VHF

for their striped, jai--like
re uniforms and their reputation

the for stealing bait, sheepshead

alot have rows of dangetoas

human- ke teeth and aren't

hat shy about using the-sa

so. Sheepshead are easy f sh to

catch and will take ast i

on- about anything edible: off an
angler's ne, no matter how

et- much it :osts or wha- special

fish it's aimed to catre. A

favorite bait among some

locals ar d wintering Texans

that is gnost shrimp, a free bait

tha- sheepshead can't resist.

Todd Votteler Before sunrise on the beach

or wriggling morsel is too

small, leave it to burrow

back into the sand. The larg-

er the shrimp, the better the

4 sheepshead will see them.

Some anglers work together,

one holding the pail while
the other operates the pump.

Those ghost shrimping
46J alone often cut the top out

of a plastic milk jug and

strap their belt through the

handle, leaving both hands

free for holding the pump

and pulling the plunger.

Anglers are limited to taking

20 ghost shrimp daily and

need a fishing license with a

saltwater stamp.

Fisherman Louis Czech

fishes for sheepshead around

the jetties and piers of Port

Aransas, where the waves are

deep. Sheepshead like deep,
clear pools and hang around

anything coral will grow on.

To bait the line for sheeps-

head, first attach a heavy

spiked weight to the end

of the line, then hang a few

ghost shrimp a foot or more

apart so they'll dangle up off

the bottom and four to five

feet below the surface. Ghost

shrimp are fragile creatures,

so don't try casting with them.

Just toss the line out fairly far

and let it sink to the bottom.

Then reel it back in to hook

the weight in the mud. When

the sheepshead takes the bait,

it will pull the hook back out

of the mud so you can reel it in.

In Texas, ghost shrimp

and sheepshead are always

in season. Sheepshead average

two to three pounds, but can

grow to 10 pounds. The

minimum catch size is 12

inches, and the daily bag

limit is five. And while they
may look dangerous, their

tasty meat - similar to drum

makes it worth the risk.

just behind the Casa del

Cortez c ndominirns at

Port Aranisas, the view along

the shore'me is of fishermen

harvesting ghost shrimp. The

tiny, one- :o two-inch shrimp

burrow into the sard where

the surf w ashes in at low

tide. The; leave pencil-sze

holes an- are buried within

a foot of the surface.

How do you evict theni

from thei: holes? Tne easiest

way is to urse a "sand prfp,

which consists ofa three-

inch-wide PVC pipe with a
plunger inside attached -c a

crosspiece handle on the top,

like a bicycle pump. They
can be bought for 520, or

made for about $7, anc are

relatively easy to use.

After Le waves recede and

the bublrles soak into the sand,

small hcles appear. Put the

pump over a hole and press

it into the wet sanc whie

pulling on the plurget han-

dle. It wi I sirnk about sixe

inches deeper as it sucks the

shrimp a-rd sand into the

rube. Sqt-irt the contents

back once the beach. Pluck

out the ghost shrimp, which

are tiny, prnkish anc nearly'

transpare it. f the s-unned
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What letter way to start off
the New Year than by volun-
teering? Texas Parks and
Wildlife has a few sugges-
tins on how you and your
fam ly can join the volunteer

effort while enjoying the
great outdoors!

AMBASSADOR VOLUNTEER

PRCGRAY.: Volunteers teach
chi.drer fishing ethics and
techniques, work at the
casting pond, and serve as
tour gu des for groups
wishing to visit the hatchery
portor of the Texas Fresh-
water Fisheries Center in
Aihens. For more information
call 903-676-BASS.

TEXAS NATURE TRACKERS:

Volunteers monitor popula-
tions of rare species in their
area Participants receive
trai-zing and agree to collect
data about a specific
species for TPW on public
pro~erty. Schools, clubs or
community groups that
would lite information about
volunteer opportunities can
call 800-792-1112, ext. 7011.

STTE PARK VOLUNTEERS:

Aliiost all state parks have
opportunities for volunteers
to get irvolved. Volunteer

positions, ranging from tour
guides to trail maintenance
assistants, may be short-
term for specific events or
oigcing programs. To learn
more abaut volunteer oppor-

tLfnities, contact the manag-
e- or volunteer coordinator

at the park of your choice or
call 800-792-1112, ext. 4415.

For more information

about TPW volunteer

oppartLnities, visit our

Wet site at

<www.tpwd.state.tx.us>.
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El
academy says these lights
cost more than $1 billion

annually in wasted energy
in the United States alone.

Fortunately, something
can be done to put the stars

back in the sky. Astronomers

urge cities to adopt better

lighting design. Low-pressure
sodium lights, for example,
can replace existing fixtures

for most streets, parking lots
and other locations. They
reduce glare and save money.
On an individual level, resi-

dents can choose well-shield-

ed fixtures and turn off lights
when they're not needed.

To many, losing our view

of the stars means losing an
essential part of our humanity.
"Every culture on earth has

lived with a clear view of the

Milky Way for at least a part
of each month. Trying to

explain the Milky Way
defined us as human.

Unfortunately, more than 70

percent of the people on this

planet live in cities and never

have a chance to look up
and wonder."
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Thanks to the efforts of concerned
landowners, the Attwater's prairie
chicken is coming home to roost.

IF RANCHES WERE NAMED
FOR the birds that

populated them, the

Elicks' place would have been

called the Attwater's Prairie

Chicken Ranch. A grouse

species that once thrived on

the 1,800-acre spread along

the San Bernard River near

Sealy, the Attwater's prairie

chicken has become one of

North America's most endan-

gered birds. Once numbering

more than a million, the

population was down to a

mere 50 birds last year.

But John Elick and fellow

HIS N."W VOL E t

I rom Texas A&M

University Press

features 16 pieces by Texas

writer Jan Reid that were

originally published in ievas

Monthly, GQ, Esquire and

other national magazines.

Reid is a native son with a

detective's nose for telling

detail and a novelists skill

with words. He sees past the

inherent Texas swagger and

observes the place for what it

is, with its paradoxes of grit

and gloss, tranquillity and

violence, poverty and wealth.

ranchers in the area have

joined an effort to bring the

bird back, to restore some-

thing of a lost element to

the important Gulf Coast

prairie ecosystem. "I want

to do something for

wildlife," says Elick, one of
eight landowners working to

restore Texas' coastal prairie

habitat on more than

17,800 acres. "I want to

help create and maintain

habitat for wildlife because

I believe that what is good

for the ecology of the land is

good for me and my ranch."

The landscape, nature and

history ofTexas are recurring

characters in Reid's work.

An account of a mule ride
deep into Palo Duro

Canyon includes not only

the sights and sounds of the

remarkable gorge but also

its geology, flora and farna,

and human history. A canoe

trip down the Devils River

triggers musings on the

peculiar legacy of Spanish.

land grants and an even-

handed look at the conflict

between river runners and

private landowners.

Much of the appeal of

this writing comes from the

author's tendency to tackle

subjects others might shy

from, and his apparent

willingness to accept a

degree of risk. Here are

compelling stories of inner-

city cops patrolling the third

watch, the tenacious remnants

The Coastal Prairie

Conservation Initiative

allows landowners to vol-

unteer to receive cost-share

incentives to carry out

prairie habitat conservation

practices such as brush

control, grazing management

and prescribed burning to

improve the health of

their rangeland.

Landowners can also sign

a Safe Harbor agreement,
which essentially immunizes

them from liability under

the Endangered Species Act

if management practices

attract endangered species.

Before he became

involved, Elick worried that

the federal government

would infringe on his prop-

erty rights if it was discov-

ered that his property

attracted such a splendid

array of wildlife, including
the prairie chicken and the

of the Kickapoo tribe, a

restless Vietnam vet turned

Rambo-style jailbreaker, a

backwoods cowgirl with an

effective fist, an outbreak of

coyote rabies, the backstage

world of a big-hearted

heavyweight champ and

the movie like story of a

charismatic young boxer

dogged by a past mistake.

The choice of Close CalIs

as a title proves apt through-

out, but especially so in the

closing story a chiller called

"Left For Dead." In April

1998. Reid and companions

were caught up in a Mexico

City taxi hijacking that went

from bad to worse and left

him sprawled on the pave-

ment with a .38 slug in his

spine. Against exceedingly

grim odds, his luck held and

in time he recovered to walk

and write - again. His

forthcoming book about

bald eagle. After hearing

about the Safe Harbor

agreements, Elick

approached program repre-

sentatives within the U.S.

Fish & Wildlife Service
and the local Resource

Conservation and

Development Board.

"Basically," said Elick, "I
learned that the Safe Harbor

was designed to protect the

ranch owner's property rights,

and yet provide the govern-

ment special use ranchland

for endangered species habi-

tat without the price tag of

acquiring the land. Both the

government and private

landowner benefit."

Elick is looking forward to

the day when the Attwater's

prairie chicken comes home

to roost. It's a piece of the

past that's been missing from

his ranch for too long.

-Ben Ikenson

the experience is titled

The Billet Meant /or Me.

Order Close Cdls from

Texas A&M University

Press, 800-826-8911 .

fenm Anderson

Author Jan Reid with the

lovely Miss Patsy, owned by

TPW staffer Tami Crawford.
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NEXT TIME YOU

grab just the

right size leader
material out of

your fishing vest pocket,

you can thank legendary fly

fisherman Lee Wulff. In

1930 Wulff designed what

has since become the tradi-

tional fishing vest. This

short, lightweight, fast-

drying garment keeps the

arms free and has several

pockets to hold all the small

taclde bits and tools you

need while fishing in a

stream. To fully appreciate

this improvement, you have

to remember what anglers

wore before Wulff's invention:

a long, bulky, restrictive

English waistcoast of wool

or thick cotton that got

heavy when water-soaked.

The basic style of the

modern fishing vest has

changed little over the years,

but improvements in materials

and construction give the

current models some distinct

advantages. Keep in mind,

though, that the traditional

fishing vest was designed

mainly with the freshwater

trout enthusiast in mind.

In Texas, unless you are

fishing in the cooler months,

other systems - such as a

multipocketed shirt, small

shoulder bag, or waist or

chest pack - provide

more comfort.

The newest vests are

designed for two climatic

types. The northern or

mountain models are made

of close-woven, water-resis-

tant fabrics. Some also have

shoulder/neck elastic yokes

that greatly reduce fatigue

when hiking and casting for

long periods. The second

is a partial mesh-vest, a

well-ventilated garment

suitable for warmer climates.

This type of vest is great for

wading, boating or open-water

fishing in the coastal flats in

the early or late season.

In woodland situations,

however, they tend to hang

on every snag as you move

along a narrow spring creek

or brushy riverbank. The

tighter mesh weaves are

designed to hang up less

than the large-holed net-

mesh types. Top-of-the-line

models from Orvis, Simms.

Columbia, and Patagonia

solve this problem by

using a very light-

weight, tear-resis-

tant fabric.

A third style

option, well-suited

for Texas, is the chest-

pack, which offers freedom

of movement and plenty of

ventilation. A quality exam-

ple is the C.C. Filson Foul
Weather Vest ($130, Filson,

800-297-1897), made of

waterproof cloth. This vest

features two front pouches

and adjustable harness straps

combined with a center-back

rucksack that provides just

enough storage for the essen-

tials - including a net, extra

reel, point-and-shoot camera,

snacks and raingear. The

I IVG

Above: woE.' River Sidekick I and Sidekick Sup -ee

Below Columbia Caddis Creek Mesh Vest

-
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Sidekick Supreme ($79,
Wood River, 800-897-3474 )

is a smaller chest/shoulder/

waist pack made of light,

durable, synthetic fabric. It

opens into a drop-front tray

for easy access, selection and

assembly of leaders and

lures. Also available is a

tiny belt-pouch, Sidekick I
($49.50, Wood River), made

of the same material and great

for carrying minimal items

on a day trip.

The more and larger the

pockets, the bulkier and

heavier the vest or pack gets.

Fishers with a tendency for

gadgets often carry too much

stuff, resulting in load fatigue.

In response, manufacturers

are now creating minimalist

vests for warmer regions,

like the vertical pocket

Caddis Creek ($90,
Columbia, 800-547-8066),

with only a few pockets on

a short mesh bodice - a

design that eliminates builk

and casting interference.

Other new designs include

women's vests with pockets

positioned to fit the feminine

physique, and youth vests in

scaled-down proportions.

Of course, you may want

a traditional solid-cloth vest

for those steelhead, salmon,

and trout fishing trips out

West or North. The

Inflatable Super Tac-L-

Pack ($149, Orvis, 800-

548-9548), a combination

vest/pull-tab flotation

device, is an excellent

choice for safety while

fishing dangerous rivers

and deep wilderness lakes.

Sure, you may carry too

much stuff or slip and get

wet, but thanks to Lee

Wulff and new technology,

your fishing vest won't weigh

you down and it can

even help keep you afloat.
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T EXANS LOVE T FEIR DOGS. Thaey

hunt with them., work with them

on farms and ranches or just enjoy

their companionship. But dogs thLr get into

the outdoors risk confrontations with a less

companionable Texas native: the western

diamondback rattlesnake. "I treat 5C to 63)

dogs a year for rattlesnake-bite, and t can

be a life-threatening problem for a dog," say,

veterinarian Wayne Deson of Flotes-,ille.

One way professional. dog traine_-s combat

this threat is to put dogs through s-ake

awareness training - ca "snake-breaking,'

as old-timers put it. The procedure starts

by defanging the rattlesnakes (a ter-porar.'

state, since nature gives them the ability to

grow new fangs). The triner then in-oduces

the dog to the smell, sight and sound of the

rattlers in a controlled envronmen

Handlers lead the dog into the area where

the snake is lying. Sooner or later, the dog

will stick its nose into the snake for a smell.

An electronic-shock col ar is activated, giving

the dog a mild shock. The dog, wh, thinks
the snake caused the pa n, quickly learns to

avoid the perceived source of discom art.

JANUARY 2001

After the session, the effectiveness of ta

training is tested. The owner stands at the

end cf a 20-foot check cord, with a sr ake

between him or her and the dog. The ow wer

calls the dog, and the dog will make --wide

circle around the snake to reach its ov-ner

The training has good results. Says
Houston dog trainer Julian Weslow, Or t
of the 21 years and 8,000 or so dogs ve
snake-proofed, I've heard of only eigh- or 10

that have been bitten after being snake-role."

Many hunting dog clubs have yearly tra n-

ing sessions hosted by professional clog train-

ers, but it's not just hunt ng dogs being sent
for snake-training. Says Bonnie Sue Portet of

Cibo-a Creek Kennels, "As suburbs are

sprinting up farther out ,nto the snak:'s

habitat, more pets are at risk, not jus:
hurt ng dogs. We are seeing more people

brig their pets to our yearly clinic, frcm

pugs to Maltese."

DOG TRAINERS WHO
DOSNAKE-BREAKING:
Bonnie Sue Porter, 210-659-0914.

lulian Westow, 361-568-3461.

Luther Young, 361-296-3331.

- arlan Winter, 512-263-2416.
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LENGTH: 17'I" BEAM: 83" FUEL: 25 GALLONS
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LENGTH 8'6" SEAM 97" FJL 37 GALLON
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I I
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For the Travs Boating Center nearest you,
call toll free or go online at:

A
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LENGTH: 22 '3" BEAM: 92 112" FUEL 4 GALLON

INTEXAS
ABILENE
ARLINGTON
AUSTIN
BEAUMONT
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U

LENGTH: 20'6" BEAM: 102"

K U1

U
U

U

U

OTHER LOCATIONS THROUGHOUT:
9. 5-672-2171
91 7-265-3232
512-250-9000
409-860-9444

HOUSTON 281-591-2023
LEWISVILLE 972-436-2623
MIDLAND 915-697-3261
SAN ANTONIO 210-654-8333

* ALABAMA
* FLORIDA.
* LOUISIANA
* OKLAHOMA

* ARKANSAS
* GEORGIA
* MISSISSIPPI
* TENNESSEE

FUEL 85 GALLON

E

Note:Boats shown are or i lustrative.
purposes and features may not match.

All prices include freight sad dealer prep
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Texas has some of the best
How we got there is a story,
management and enlighten
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bass fishing in the world.
of half a century of savvy
ed anglers.
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SK ANY TEXAS

angler, and he'll

probably tell you
that we have

some of the best

bass fishing in

the United States. That's not just Texas

bragging. At the Black Bass 2000 sym-

posium held in St. Louis last August, the

experts seemed to agree. The conference

brought biologists, anglers and fishing

industry leaders together to discuss the

status of black bass (the group of fishes

that includes largemouth bass, small-

mouth bass, spotted bass and

Guadalupe bass). Not surprisingly, Texas

got high marks for its progressive man-

agement strategies and resulting

high-quality fishing. Especially telling

were the comments from pro bass

anglers. They fish all over the country,

and their advice to their own states on

improving bass fishing always seemed

to end with, "We ought to do what

Texas did, because fishing there is great!"

How the Bass
Lakes Were Born
HOW DID BASS FISHING IN TFXAS GET SO

good' To answer this question, you have

to bok at the history of bps fishing and

Today Texas has
more acres of

inland Water

than any Other of

the 48 contiguous
states, even

Minnesota!

bass management in Texas over the last

50 years or so. What you'll find is that

its evolution mirrors the construction

of reservoirs in the state.

Before the construction of reservoirs,

largemouth bass habitat was limited to

rivers, backwater areas and oxbow lakes

formed by rivers. Reservoir construction

began in earnest in the 1940s and

peaked in the 1960s, when around

600,000 acres of new reservoirs were

built. Today, at more than 1.7 million

acres, Texas has more acres of inland

water than any other of the 48 con-

tiguous states, even Minnesota!

The habitat created by the new

reservoirs made excellent fishing,

especially for bass. Bass fishing popularity

exploded in Texas and all across the

South in the 1960s and '70s. New

reservoirs typically grow lots of fish, and

the supply of bass seemed endless. Texas'

and other states' management strategies

reflected that fact: harvest regulations

were liberal or nonexistent. At the time,

J A N UA RY 2001
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biologists believed that unlimited angler

harvest couldn't damage a bass popula-

tion. Fishing quality was measured by
how many pounds of bass fillets anglers

could put into their coolers.

Going Overboard
THAT SCENARIO BEGAN TO CHANGE

in the 1970s. The rate of reservoir

construction dropped substantially, and
population grew rapidly. Perhaps most
important, technological improvements

made anglers more effective. Unlike in
the 1950s, when outboard engines were
small and trolling motors and depth

finders were almost nonexistent, 100-
horsepower and larger motors became

commonplace. Bigger engines meant

less traveling time between fishing

spots, and this, combined with the

use of depth finders and trolling

motors, greatly increased the time
anglers spent fishing rather than

moving and searching for fish. As a

result, they were catching more fish.

Biologists and anglers also began

to notice declines in fishing quality.

Evidence mounted that overharvesting

was the cause of declines in bass
populations. Lake Nacogdoches

provides a dramatic example of this
phenomenon. The lake opened to

fishing with the then-statewide harvest

limits for largemouth bass of 10 inches
and a 10-fish daily bag limit. In just
three months after the opening, anglers

caught approximately 25 to 50 pounds

of bass per acre from this 2,200-acre
reservoir. Anglers complained so much

about the poor fishing that the city of
Nacogdoches, which controls the
reservoir, closed the lake to fishing.

In 1979, Fayette County Lake near
La Grange opened for angling. Lessons
learned at Lake Nacogdoches enabled

Texas Parks and Wildlife biologists to

convince the TPW Commission to
implement one of the first 16-inch min-
imum length and three-fish daily bag
limits in Texas. Even with these restric-

tive limits, anglers harvested an estimat-

ed 17 tons of bass from this 2, 4 00-acre

reservoir in the first year. However,

because a 16-inch minimum length

limit was in place, fishing did not

decline to the extremely low levels expe-
rienced at Lake Nacogdoches.

When Lake Nacogdoches was

reopened in 1979, 16-inch minimum

length and three-fish daily bag limits
were in effect. Eventually, the largemouth

bass population rebounded under the
reduced harvest. Because of these harvest
limits, both Nacogdoches and Fayette

have maintained high-quality bass

angling. The experiences at these two
reservoirs taught Texas biologists that

specialized limits could prevent initial
overharvest in a reservoir, and that limits
also were useful in rebuilding overfished

bass populations.

Catch-and-Release
Catches On
THE 1980s SAW A COMPLETE TRANSITION

in bass management in Texas, from

quantity (pounds of fillets) to quality
(size of bass caught and released). In
1986, a statewide 14-inch minimum

length limit and five-fish daily bag limit

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE m
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I were implemented. Texas became the

nationwide leader in experimenting with

the use of higher minimum length limits

(16, 18 and 21 inches) and protected

(or "slot") length limits (14-18 inches,

14-21 inches, etc.) to provide quality

angling. In many reservoirs, numerous

bass that were caught had to be released.

Anglers, especially bass tournament

anglers, wholeheartedly embraced the

catch-and-release concept. Without

angler support and belief that these

regulations would result in better bass

fishing, the various regulations would

not have succeeded.

The other crucial component in the

history of bass fishing in Texas was the

stocking in the early 1970s of Florida-

strain largemouth bass, a subspecies of

largemouth bass native to Florida. This

move was prompted by research in

California that indicated Florida large-

mouth bass grow faster and to larger

sizes than northern largemouth bass,

the subspecies of largemouth bass native

to Texas. Florida largemouth bass had

evolved in the natural lakes of Florida,

and biologists concluded they could

adapt easily to the reservoirs in modern-

day Texas. The northern largemouth

1

bass native to Texas had evolved in the

river and backwater areas that were the

only suitable habitat in Texas prior to

the reservoir construction boom in the

20th century.

A Bright
Fishing Future
FLORIDA LARGEMOUT H STOCKINGS,

in combination with specialized length

limits, have had a substantial impact

on the size of bass caught in Texas.

The long-standing record of 13.5

pounds set in 1943 was broker in 1980

by a 14.1-pound Florida largermouth

bass. Numerous bass over 13 pounds

have been caught since. Now, it takes a

bass weighing more than 15.15 pounds

to break into the top 50 heaviest bass

caught in Texas. Bass exceeding 13

pounds have been caught from some

55 public reservoirs.

TPW is committed to maintaining

high-quality bass angling well into the

future. This goal will not be easy, as

there are numerous challenges. The jus-

tification fo- new reservoirs has dimin-

ished in recent times. Biologists will

oe to continue to develop innovative

management schemes to get the best

outr of the existing resources. Stocking

also will continue to be refined to

make optimum use of this manage-

ment tool (see sidebar on Operation

World Record).
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Now, it takes a
bass weighing

more than 15.15

pounds to break

into the top 50
heaviest bass

caught in Texas,.



Aquatic habita-s wll a so need to be
maintained if we expect reservoirs anid
rivers to continue to provide quality

angling for bass and ill freshwater
fishes. TPW bi:logists are investigating
methods of es:abi:hing >eneficial
habitat, such as native aquatic vegetation,

and controlling problem vegetation.

Good habitat, aiong with the quantity
and quality of water available, is a crucial
component of good fishing. The

expanding populat:on of Texas and
the frequency and intensity of droughts
will also create chalenges. Water and
who gets it promises to be a hot topic
in the first decade of the 21st century.

Texas anglers :an be c:naident that
TPW biologists will strive to meet the
challenges the futu- holds. Their track{
record this far indicates tha: Texas
anglers can look for.vard to continued
excellence in bass fishing.

KEN KURZAWSKI as a biologist with
TPW's Inland Fisiher:e Division.

Will a world-record bass be caught in
Texas? Operation World Record, a TPW
Inland Fisheries initiative started two years
ago seeks to provide the answer. The ult-

,he goal of this initiative is to have a
Texas argler catch a largemout! bass that
beats the world record of 22.25 pounds.
This ambitious project will attempt to
determine if fast growth and maximum size
are heritable traits ii largemouth bass and
it t-ise traits can be amplified through a
s4ledive breeding program.

The department's successful Budweiser
SiareLunker program is an integral compo-
nent of Operation World Record. program
officials believe the knowledge and experi-
:rce gleaned from i. years of borrowing
rrphy bass from Texas anglers for hatch-

ery orodection and research, combined
Lith resources at the state-of-the-art Texas

eshwater Fisheries Center (TFFC), make
1 is ar at-ainable goal. Bass from the pro-

grarn are !sed by TF;C's hatc-iery staff in
research and to produce potential trophy-

sie k5 te i sto g ih reaw

The Operat-on World Reco-d plan pro-

poses a two-pronged approach to achieve
this goal. All bunkers donated to the pro-
gram will get genetic fingerprinting using
DNA. This will help biclogists identify and
track s blings and offspring in the wild.
The other step is to design and implerent
a selec:ive breeding plan to isolate and
accentuate advantageous genetic traits ir

largerrouth bass.
"Our ultimate goal s tc break the world

record in Texas." explains Allen Forshage,
TFFC director. "To increase our chances, we
want to stock lunker bass fingerlings in

every sLitable water body in the state. To
be able tc do that, we have to have the
broodstock first, and the Budweiser

Sharetunker program is a oroven and
effective means to deliver those fish."

When can anglers expect results?

Success can be determined only in the

long terrr, Forshage cautiors. "Trophy bass
can take ip to ao years to reach record
sizes." - K K
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Test Your Boating
Knowle dge
Do you know the "rules of the waterway?"

Take this pop quiz to find out. And

remember: It makes for a more enjoyable

rcg si
c 4

experience when you "know before you go.

LY JACK DYESS AND STEVYE HALLIA
S

"
"
S
"
"

S
S
"
S
S
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boats on the water body.

C. Didn't ride in an

overloaded boat.

D. Wore a personal

floatation device.

3. You are crossing a lake

and see a boat displaying

a flashing blue light. This

indicates that the vessel is:
A. Transferring

dangerous cargo.

E. A law enforcement vessel.

C. A work boat.

D. Engaged in a race.

4. While underway in a harbor

you hear a boat sound a

prolonged blast. This signal

indicates that the vessel:

A. Wants to overtake

your vessel.

s. Is at anchor.

C. Is backing her engine.
D. Is moving from a dock.

b. You are the stand-on vessel

a crossing situation. The

other vessel is showing an

alternating red and yellow
light. What action
should you take?

Stand on
. Heave to

J. Alter course
to assist
YieldC

6. You are on the lake drifting

toward a dangerous rocky

shore and cannot start your

engine. According to the

Inland Navigation Rules,

which of the following can

you use as a distress signal?

A. Directing the beam of a

search light at another

vessel

E. A smoke signal giving off

orange-colored smoke

C. A whistle signal of one

prolonged and three

short blasts
D. International Code signal

"PAN" spoken over

radiotelephone

7. If you are the stand-on

vessel in a crossing situation,

you may take action to avoid

collision by your maneuver
alone. When may this action

be taken?
A. At any time you feel it is

appropriate
D. Only when you have

reached extremis
C. When you determine

that your present course
will cross ahead of the

other vessel

D. When it becomes apparel.
to you that the give-way

vessel is not taking

appropriate action

o YOU KNOW THE "RULES OF THE

waterway" contained in the

Texas Water Safety Act? If you're

one of the more than 6 million people

who take to Texas' public waterways each

year in everything from sailboat and

motorboats to inner tubes, rubber rafts,

canoes and kayaks - then test your

knowledge with this pop quiz. It makes

for a more enjoyable experience when

you "know before you go."

1. The number-one cause of

boating accidents in Texas is:

A. Faulty hull or equipment.
u. No proper boat lookout.

C. Hazardous waterways.

D). Overloading the boat.

2. Lost boating fatalities
could have been prevented
if the victim:
A. Carried on board the

required safety equipment.
. Operated away from other



S
S
S
S
S

6. You are on the lake for the
first time since having

repairs made to your boat.
You want to test the boat's

performance. However, you

must proceed at a safe speed:

A. In restricted visibility.

. In congested waters.

C. During darkness.

D. At all times.

9. You are seeing another vessel

approaching, and its compass

bearing does not significantly
change. This would indicate
that:

A. You are the stand-on vessel.

L. Risk of collision exists.

. A special circumstance

situation exists.

D. The other vessel is dead
in the water.

10. You are operating a power-
driven vessel and notice a
large sailing vessel
approaching from astern.
You should:
A. Slow down.
L. Cound one short blast and

change course to starboard.
bound two short blasts and
change course to port.

1). hold your course and speed.

11. You are crossing a large bay

at night and see a vessel's
green sidelight bearing due
east from you. The vessel is
most likely heading:

East
E). Northeast

C. Northwest
D. Southwest

12. You are 15 years of age and
operating a personal water
craft alone. On your vessel
must be a Certificate of
Number, a photo ID and a:
A. 1uoat operating license.
1E. Driver's permit.
C. Ioater education

certificate.
D. Certificate of ownership.

13. You are underway and hear a
vessel continuously sounding
her fog whistle. This indicates
the other vessel:
A. Desires to communicate

by radio.
E. Desires a pilot.
C. Is in distress.
D. Is aground.

14. You are approaching a very

congested area in a power-
driven vessel. The Inland
Navigation Rules require you
to keep out of the way of a:
A. Vessel not under command.
E. Vessel engaged in fishing.
C. Sailing vessel.
D. All of the above.

15. Two power-driven vessels are
approaching each other near
head on. What action should
be taken to avoid collision?
A. The first vessel to sight

the other should give way.
B. The vessel making the

slower speed should
give way.

C. Both vessels should alter
course to starboard.

D. Both vessels should alter
course to port.

I0

Game Rules and Prizes
Ifyou are one ofthefirst 100 to send in your

answers (byfax, e-mail or mail), you will
receive a boat whistle justfor participating.

Send in a perfect score andyour name will

go into the hopper to be one of20 entrants

to win a PersonalFloatation Device (PFD),

or fe jacket. Answers to the Boating Quiz

will be featured next month. Send your
answers to Texas Parks and Wildlife
Magazine, 3000 S. IH 35, Suite 120,

Austin, TX 78704, fax 512-707-1913,
e-mail <magazine@tpwdstate.tx.us.>

Employees of Texas Parks and Wildlife
are not eligible to enter.
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HALLOW BAYS ALONG THE

Texas coast offer some of

the best saltwater fishing

anywhere, especially for

redfish and speckled

trout. Yet until fairly

recent times, getting to the fish required

wading long distances. Larger specks and

reds were many times found miles from

deep water, and conventional watercraft

just couldn't reach them. Waiting for a

high tide didn't always work, because by

the time the tide was right, the fish had

moved onto shallow areas to feed.

In order to get to the fish, anglers

needed a better boat - a boat designed

to run in very shallow water. A number

of inventive minds answered the call.

It would be almost impossible to name

the person who started the shallow-water

boat business in Texas. Much of the credit

must go not to professional boat builders

but to backyard and garage boat builders.

These people were, in fact, frustrated fish-

ers who longed to fish the waters they

could not get to in conventional boats.

Russell Dargel, Sr. of Donna won't say

he invented the type of boat known as the

"scooter," but he was the innovator who

made the idea available to the fishing

public. His plans and drawings were used

to construct some of the first personal

scooters for the Lower Laguna Madre.

Several other backyard builders in

Harlingen had been experimenting with

flat-bottom plywood boats with a slightly

turned-up bow and a small outboard

motor. They looked like a kid's scooter,

and the name stuck. The operator steered

the scooter by shifting his weight right

and left. These little boats worked very

well, and some of the more adventurous

anglers even took the little craft a short

distance out into the Gulf.

Dargel built his first production scooter

in 1958, and one appeared on the cover

of Outdoor Life magazine the next year.

The design was coming of age. Later a

fiberglass model was introduced. "I had

made up my mind that if I was going to

build a boat, it was going to be the best

boat I could build," reflects Dargel. "In

the beginning, some of the other boat

builders laughed at us. Later some of these

same builders were copying our designs."

Fishing trends change. As more families

started fishing, the "no-sides" design was

replaced with larger craft with sides. The

small scooter declined in popularity, and

Dargel discontinued it in the early 1980s.

However, the company recently reintro-

duced the Skooter, which is available in

13- and 16-foot models.

Another South Texas shallow water

innovator, Willis Hudson, believed that

a scooter-type boat could be built larger

and faster and run smoother without

losing its shallow-water capabilities.

Hudson was a mechanical engineer who

had worked in the boat-building industry.

He designed an 18-foot tri-hull boat

with two tunnels he called the Skipjack.

Hudson later refined his design to correct

some steering problems, and the new

"I
design is still being produced by the

ShallowSport Boat Company in Los
Fresnos.

Texas Parks and Wildlife records show

Shallow-Water

Boat Manufacturers

Avocet Boats

NewWater Boat Works

4622 Sinclair Rd.

San Antonio, TX 78222

210-648-2206

Blue Wave Boats

Parks Manufacturing

Checotah, OK 74426

918-473-6768

Dargel Boat Works

Rt. 1, Box 124

Donna, TX 78537

956-464-2263

<www.darget.com>

Maverick Boat Company

(Maverick/Pathfinder/Hewes)

3207 Industrial 29th St.

Ft. Pierce, FL 34946

561-465-o631 or 888-SHALLOW

<www.maverickboats.com>--

Russell and Rusty Dargel of Donna pose with the Skooter, below. One of the first people to come up with ideas for a flat-bottom boat

with a small outboard motor, Russell Dargel's plans were used to construct the first personal scooters for the Lower Laguna Madre
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the top-selling bay boat in Texas for the

first quarter of the year 2000 was the Blue

Wave. This shallow-water craft has proven

itself able to get into the shallow water

and get the anglers back out.

The Blue Wave Company is owned

and operated by Pam and Roger Parks

of Checotah, Oklahoma. Roger started

building boats at age 13, emulating

what his father did for a living. His dad
provided him with scrap materials, and

soon Roger had completed his first boat,
a small one-person fishing boat. After

finishing school, he spent the next 20 years

working for two small boat companies.

In 1992 he and Pam formed their own

company, and the first Blue Wave was

introduced in January 1993 at the

Houston International Boat Show.

While scooters and tunnel boats were

being designed and built for the Texas

market, the design we commonly call

the flats boat was being perfected in

Florida's shallow waters. The Avocet,

built by the NewWater Boat Works of

San Antonio, began a line of new boats

for the saltwater angler. The Avocet is

constructed entirely with molded parts.

No wood is used anywhere in the

construction process, even the transom.

Standard equipment includes plenty of

storage space below decks covered with

molded hatches that come with built-in

drains. Other features include a multi-

faceted livewell. The Avocet also has

molded-in steps on the stern to help

wadefishers in and out.

The design provides a smooth ride and

the ability to "get up" in very shallow

water. It's a dry boat that is at its best on

windy days on the Laguna Madre. It

should be noted that the Avocet is not an

entry-level boat but one that is designed
for serious sportfishers.

Shallow-water fishing along the Texas

coast continues to surge in popularity.
The boat-building industry provides a

variety of models designed to let you stalk

elusive reds and specks. Of course, the
boat will only get you to where the fish

are. Then you have to catch them. *

Oubord Moto rs
Each year, the Environmental Protection

Agency raises its standards, making it tougher
or manufacturers to design an outboard
motor that will reduce pollution in our
waterways. With the help of the Japanese
Automotive industry, four-stroke outboard
gines are beginning to make wake by

reducing emissions pollution up to 70 percent.
The older two-cycle engines would burn

Irund 70 percent of their fuel, dumping
p to a third of the raw oil and gas mixture
#o the lake. But the new four-stroke

engines use more than 90 percent of their
ei efficiently. Yamaha, Suzuki and Honda
e manufacturing engines similar to what
would be found under the hood of a car.
Placing four-cycle engines on a boat isn't
new idea. Companies such as Home~ite
-d been trying to perfect the idea in the
60s, and Honda has never made anything

four-stroke engines. The advantages of

iur-stroke engines lie in maintenance and
-se of starting. However, despite those
vantages, they haven't been overly

pular in the past because of price and
.rsepower-to-weight ratio.

sut the new, smaller four-cycle engines
e rapidly overcoming the advantages

ng held by two-cycle engines in price
d horsepower-to-weight ratio. With

manufacturers striving to reach 2006 and
;,n 2008 standards, both the price and

.ght are dropping like an anchor. New
-tal alloys enable manufacturers to build

same four-cycle engine only io to i
percent heavier than its counterpart -

with very little price difference.

However, in the four-stroke engines,

where the horses go, so goes the weight.
The strongest engine available in a four
stroke is a 130 horsepower made by
Honda. Suzuki and Yamaha each make a

115 horsepower. Anything above 130 horse-

power weighs too much for average use.
Yamaha also makes a two-stroke engine
that uses a High Pressure Direct Injection

System (HPDI) that has passed the EPA's
2006 standards and is lighter than its four-

cycle competitors, but its emissions are still

higher than those of a four-stroke engine.
"EPA standards have always been rough

on the automotive industry," says George
Gantt, owner of Tropical Marine in Marble
Falls. "It was only a matter of time until
some of that shifted to the marine industry.

But you have to remember that the water
we boat in is also the water we drink."

-RobRoy McDonald

An early day scooter demonstrates shallow-water running, below. As shallow-water fishing grows in popularity, the boat-building
industry responds with a variety of moda toV e
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Add to their excellentneighborhood - if not the spirit - of country with a remarkable place to hunt

quail hunting. fi te ~ and camp in splendid solitude - all for
I first came to Texas Parks and canoutlage tlie the cost of a $40 Annual Public

Wildlife's Black Gap WMA 15 years ago quail's tendency to run Hunting Permit.

to hunt javelinas. I fell in love with the Black Gap is northeast of Big Bend

place and have come back at least once a rather than flush and the National Park and shares part of the park's

year ever since. Companions and I have northern boundary. Southwest of Black

hunted quail and mule deer and I've LCi 5 Gap, between it and the national park, is

taken my son on a youth-only javelina rocky hillsides and dense, the Nature Conservancy's mountainous,

hunt. We've hunted and camped over almost inaccessible Big Brushy Canyon

most of the area, but there are still parts spiny tickets yinnait/ Preserve. The eastern boundary of Black

of the vast 106,000-acre preserve I've an you have a reta Gap is 40 miles of Rio Grande, flowing

never come near. Black Gap combines northeast after making the great bend

the beauty and wildness of the Big Bend hunting c allenge, that gives the region its name. The terrain
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and vegetation of Black Gap are very
much like that of Big Bend National

Park: spectacular limestone ranges

spaced by broad desert flats, dominated

here by the massive, black, jagged basalt

ridge that gives the place its name.

Hunting quail on Black Gap WMA
requires only checking in at the small

registration building just outside the

fence surrounding the headquarters

complex. Detailed maps of the area

available inside show the locations of

more than 50 primitive campsites (one

of which is wheelchair-accessible); simply

pick a site and note its number on the
sign-in card. Due to the rugged nature

of this country, this is a vital step that
ed could prove invaluable should you

alt require assistance.

Booklets available at the check station

MA contain information about area plant
and animal species, including the rare

pipe mountain lion, the reintroduced desert

bighorn sheep and the newly returned

black bear. (A driving tour, open to all,
follows FM 2627 from the entrance to

ne the Rio Grande 10 miles farther on;
obtain a printed guide from the box at

the entrance.) The check-in station hasn't

always been so welcoming. For many

years there was a simple sign over the
registration book: "Check in. Go hunting.

Check out. Go home."

Hunting in this dry desert country is
a very different experience from walking

the pine forests of East Texas or the brushy
plains south of San Antonio. The pale

gray-blue color of scaled (also called blue)
quail blends into the dry grass and rocky
background of desert draws even better
than the speckled browns of bobwhite

quail do where they range. Add to their

excellent camouflage the blue quail's

tendency to run rather than flush and

the ruggedness of the steep, rocky hillsides

and dense, spiny thickets they inhabit,
and you have a real hunting challenge.

Some quail hunters bring dogs to Black

Aassic Chihuahuan Desert
scenery is the backdrop for a scaled
quail hunt at the remote Black Gap
Wildlife Management Area.

4 3'.

Gap, but those trained on bobwhites
sometimes find these running quail
confusing. Dogs native to West Texas

and accustomed to harsh ground, cactus,
snakes, stickers and quail that almost

refuse to flush generally do better.

My favorite method, developed by
my hunting pal, John Vehko, is to range
in wide circles from the guzzlers -
wildlife watering stations scattered

around the area and shown on the same

map as the campgrounds. A guzzler
consists of a low tin roof, shading
nothing but the ground, that funnels

rainwater into a metal tank. Water from

the tank is piped to a basin with a float

valve. Wildlife of all kinds depend on
these simple devices, and the presence

of one almost guarantees you will find

quail in the area. Game trails radiate
from the guzzlers like spokes from a

hub, and you can pick out tracks of

mule deer, javelinas, quail, coyotes, foxes,
skunks and more in the dry, dusty paths.

My friends and I have learned about

the plant life in Black Gap in a very
personal way: by hunting through it.
The hillsides are alternately blanketed

with the low, spiny agave lechuguilla and
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sparse, short forests of sotol yucca. False

agave, a sort of wire-haired lechuguilla,

speckled red, and candelilla - bundles

of pale, waxy-looking rods that actually

yield usable wax - dot the walls of

arroyos. Creosotebush, a 10,000-year

ecological disaster that has taken over

much of the grasslands of West Texas,

stands in aromatic clusters on the dry

flats. An introduced variety of rushes,

called river cane, lines much of the river

in thickets that can hide bobcats, birds,

javelinas and perhaps even a black bear.

There are few trees - some junipers

and Mexican persimmons in the moun-

tain draws and lots of stickery acacias

near the river - and lots of cactus. The

low, almost hidden, living rock cactus

has no spines. All the rest do, particular-

ly the variety commonly known as dog

pear. This devilish plant has joints that

break off the main body when brushed

against by a hoot and then "jump" onto

a{

between Black Gap WAMA and exico,

-ri-itive campirg is arowed in =.
:esignated camsites.

the backs of yoar legs with the aext step.

This vegetation and scenery, besides

being of interest for :heir beauty anc,

perfection of place, must be :onsidered
when choosing clothing anci footgear.

A friend of mine came hunting here

once wearing a pair Af the lghtweight

nylon hunting boots then in -ogue. He

stepped into the incn-long spines of a

tasajillo cactus right after getting out

of his truck and spent the rest of the

trip looking very ca-efully for the next

place to step. Leather boots with hard,

t.oLgh soles are essential, as the abra.ir
volcanic rock, A -

in short order

Desert nigli , u m n U o

cold in early spring - which arrix

here shortly after the first of the y

- but the days wvarra up cuickly, and

t's wise to dress in layers t-at can be

shucked as the s-n gets higher. Quail

hunters must wear a: least 400 square

inches of safety ,range clothing, and I

find that a thorn-proof hunting vest,

besides providing the required color,

serves as a handy place to stow a

sweater or heav7 shirt.

Quail pcpularons vary greatly frcm

year to year anywhere in Texas, bur the

swings seem to -e even more exaggerated

here. Ten years ago, Black Gap was

teeming with q. ail. The slopes of

Stairway Mounain. in sight of area

headquarters, held birds so n-urerous

that they gathered more in flocks than in

coveys. Several coveys came caly to each

of the guzzlers and windmills. In dry

years the situation can be qute different,

so on our last trip there I was surprised

and pleased tc see several healthy coveys.

We saw quail all alor the road' into

Maravillas Canyon and dowr the river

road :oward Outlaw Flats. Hunting ar

the end of the season, we foinf very

wary quail with reflexes rather sharper

than ours, but we still managed to ger

a few birds into the frying pa a. Simply
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being there was worth :he trp.

And about that bowling. Otr :rip

photographer, Brad Cardson, and his

daughter, Alex, are devotees of boccie,

an ancient Italian bowling gar-e played
on smooth grass courts. Somehow Brad

ciscovered that Loccie can be interesting

when played on any kind of xitcoor

sarace, and he and Alex have played

it for "ears on all sorts of terrain. He

showed the rudiments of the gan-e to

the teenagers in our group, and there

began the desert sarubland bowling

experiment. The kids enjoyec i-, along

Mly been J an }ae

kearnel i aotmh plant ie 

In c pin a very nr-

ona i wa:y untin

roug- it Te killdes1 are

a ernately ' nt ete wir t

tbhe iow, -piny aga~v-

lecfsuguda an arpse,sot
r 1 30t01 yu0 2

w th the rest of the campi-g experience,
a:-d they even got a little interested in

c La-1 hunting. We al had a great time

and hope to get back there this February.
Its said that nostalgia fc: the Big

Bend country is _ike "ho-iesickness

fo- a place that can never be your home."

I:'s cheering to know that one can

always return to Flack Gap and call

it home, if only for a little while. *

DAN BARTON lives in Austin, and is

interested in Texas wildlife, Texas history
and wildlife conserattn.
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Doug Baum, right, owner of Texas Camel Corps, leads the treks in
Big Bend Ranch State Park.

the Trans-Pecos - and with passengers who've probably never

even seen a camel up close, much less ridden one.

We won't actually be blazing new ground, however, by rid-

ing camels west of the Pecos. We'll be following in the camel

prints of the U.S. Camel Corps, a little-known experiment in

camel-teering by the U.S. Army that was based in Texas almost

a century and a half ago. Some 75 camels were imported by

the Army for use in exploration of the West, and they proved

so hardy and reliable that Lieutenant Edward Fitzgerald Beale,

who had been put in charge of the program, called them "the

noblest brutes alive." The camels, which were purchased in

North Africa, were brought ashore from ships at Indianola,

OT LONG AFTER DAWN, I SPOT THE CAMELS.

I arrived late last night at Sauceda, the complex

of rustic buildings deep in the interior of Big

Bend Ranch where we are to gather for the

beginning of a two-day camel trek through the

state park. And even though I knew they'd be

there, it is still an astonishing sight on this bright West Texas

morning to see four big buff-colored dromedaries lounging

cinder the trees in a horse corral, calmly chewing their cud.

One of the animals ambles over for a closer look, drawn by

the half-eaten breakfast bar that I am brandishing in the air. He

grasps a corner of the bar and tugs it away with his nimble,

hare-like lips before dropping it disdainfully to the ground.

Some folks find camels to be aloof, with their snouts held so

snootily in the air. Some find them clumsy and comical. And

undoubtedly they carry the burden of a reputation for spitting

and other obnoxious behavior. But I find them irresistible.

As a long-time camel fan, I've watched caravans lumber across

the desert in Oman and racing camels galumph for gold around

a racetrack in Dubai. I once camped out in the desert at a camel

market in India, surrounded by thousands of camels that had

been lovingly groomed and painted with brightly colored designs.

For all their foibles, camels are wonders of desert survival, and

I am eager to see how they'll fare in the challenging terrain of
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and they'd been headquartered at Camp Verde, south of

Kerrville. Beale used them to find a westward route along the

35th parallel, forging the trail that was to become Route 66.

Had the Civil War not disrupted the Army's experiment,

some think, camels might have become as much a part of

our Western mystique as horses.

Our expedition is going to be a bit more modest than those

early explorations, of course. We'll be seeing parts of the park

that folks don't ordinarily get to see, and we'll be camping out

in tents. But we won't be expected to demonstrate any special

survival skills and, more important, we've been told that no

experience with camels - or even horses - is necessary.

Our two-day trip is the second of a series of five treks offered

in September by the Texas Camel Corps, an outfit owned by

former zookeeper Doug Baum, a cheerful, red-haired man with

an infectious sense of humor and a seemingly unlimited enthu-

siasm for camels. "The camels are like family," he says, as he

arrives to brush the animals and begin the rather complicated

business of getting them saddled up and packed for the trek.

Baum's operation is located in Valley Mills, near Waco,

where he is raising his own camels. He uses the animals for

fairs, Christmas pageants, movies and photo shoots. What he

really likes to do, though, is lead treks. Two years ago, the idea

of camel trekking in Big Bend Ranch State Park was born when

Baum went to the park to train three members of the Odyssey

Exploration Society, from Calgary, Alberta, for a 900-mile

camel trek across Saudi Arabia's Empty Quarter. Baum teamed

up for the training program with David Alloway, Big Bend

Ranch State Park naturalist and desert survival specialist. The

training went so well that the idea of reviving the history of the

U.S. Camel Corps in West Texas seemed a natural.

The remaining human members of the expedition arrive,

and we're ready for an introduction to the world of camels.

Harl and Jim Assaf drove in from Dallas, and Bruce Kennady

has come in from Austin. As it happens, the entire state has

been baking for days in a record-setting heat wave, and already

the cool morning is heating up.

Baum introduces us to Brutus, Samson, Chug and Chewy,

short for Chewbaca. (Chewbaca was named for the tall, hairy

alien pilot in the movie Star Wars, whose strange way of talking

- a sort of whining roar - had actually been inspired by

camel sounds.) Harl will be riding Chewy, Bruce is assigned

to Chug, and Joe gets Samson. I am delighted to be assigned

to Brutus, although we'll be bringing up the rear of the pack.

Baum explains that the animals are dromedaries, the single-

humped camels that hail originally from the deserts of Arabia

and Africa. (Bactrians, the bigger and stockier two-humpers,

are from the colder climates of Asia.) The animals' humps hold

fat rather than water, he explains. These camels, he tells us, have

even more unusual origins. They were rounded up as youngsters

in the Australian Outback, where they had been roaming with

one of the many herds of feral camels. The herds have survived

in the outback since their ancestors were first turned loose there

half a century ago, after their usefulness as riding and pack

animals had run out. Shortly before the turn of the last century,
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fifier-in-law marde these," he says. "Kush," commands Baurn,

ard all sink obed ently to their knees, allowing us to climb

aboard. Chug groans loud as Bruce Kennady puts his foot in

c stiutp to swi 1g over the pommel in rather graceful fashion.

Chewy, w th Harl aboard, lurches to nis feet, and the rest of

es pic,: up our animals' re ns to follow. Baurm doesn't emplcy

die uncomfortable nose pegs used ,n camels in a number of

desert cultures, bun insteac connects t e reins to a simple ha-ter.

We could ti-eo-etically "guide" the animals with the reins, but

in fac:, the animals are tied to each osher, wxth ropes linking

their roses with the back of the saddle of the camel in front. In

case c- emergency Baum :ells us, iLwe needed to disconnec:

Ar sralians imported hundreds of camels -or traversing the desert

and, uil the arrial of paved roads and cars dknot. This arrangement

pr aed invaluable for covering the country's vast, arid interior. gieusjsenuhrsosblytomkusfethtw

hese animals are veterans as well of the Sonoran Desert passengers, but ca riders.

ArVi- r v here tney have worked as par: of a program forThfissemnoftetehasualnthmanrao

troubled youtrh called Visio,~Quest. Camels, Baum says, make t-eOoLotri,nmdfrOoMuti(oomas"a

ideal companions for kids woo are ulsed :o being able to lie or i pns) h ihs eko h ac,wihw ol e
coar:looming in the distance. The ouy sound we hear as we move

say's. "And you ca~n bully ic to get i: to eo what von want." aogithsotsusoftecml'eeontegaerod

Brutus andl company actradly' seem tether sweet and mellow aditdenttklogtstr lininoasohnrht .

we walk up and pat them. Each animal stands quietly as Baum Camels' feet are padded rather than hooked and, despite thei

scores the odd contraption ofmetal ples and straps that anchorquietly as cas, their feet flattening out like

the leather seat of the saddle just behind the nump. "My

fro, theti came behindl orirn fu,w ol ipyyn

pr: .,cl uvala~l -fr cvergives tis just enough responsihil ry to make us feel that we

coaren't pashv passengets ourt arida. riders.

ri~oz whre hey ave crkd asparThe. first segment of the trek lead-s us along the main road -o
troubl ~th-e Oso Loop trail, named4 for O-so Mountain (oso means "Lea=

in Spansh) thele highes peakst Caons Bahe rsnch, whehw cud

1,,_oomin inei thev ditace The oie sound we-' heat as we mcxc,h

_iys " t~dyoucant buly - t ge isto wht yu wnt. along is the soft sqtrish, of the camels' feet on the gravel road,

Brutus an aad it doesn't take long to start 'alin.g into a soothing rhymer: .

Camls feet areap padde rahehahoedan,depiethiseue te, they coovepio asf quittll asl cas hi et teigotlk

li: e~ther catof he sddijustbehnd he Hmp."Mygel-filled pancakes as they touch t-ae gi-ound.

fuiii-i-la mad thse, hesax'. 'ush" comans Bum, There is something-imeless aheut camels and Big Bend, and

as we leave Sauceda behind, we seam to be slipping back through

the decade; and then through the centuries. We pass a large

flat-topped rock outcrop called the Cielo complex, where stores

were placed in a patten centuries ago, possibly as part of a ritual

or to mark a sacred pace. Atop our tall "ships of the desert," we

are able to see much more of the landscape than if we'd been

afoot or even aboard horses. A sta-ded rule deer takes flight as we
approach, but tunms around for a moment, freezing in mid-mion,

as though doing a dcuble-take at the sight of the camels.

At our comfortable pace, wAl-supplied with water, our expe-

rience of the harsh, beautiful :contryside is a bit different `ro n
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that of Lieutenant William H. Echols of the Topographical
Engineers and 2nd Lieutenant Edward L. Hartz, who first
traversed the area with a camel convoy in 1860. Echols was
given the assignment of exploring the unknown territory

between the Pecos River and the Rio Grande, mapping the
best routes for travel and locating possible sites for forts. His
mission was also to test the usefulness of camels for transportation
in this arid, forbidding region.

For Echols and his men, the mountains and arrovos of the
region were difficult barriers, despite the unexpected sure-foot-
edness of the camels on the slopes and rocky ground. Describing
his progress south from Fort Davis to Presidio, Echols noted in
his diary the mountains that had "grown larger higher rougher,
and more rocky since entering the canon, which is generally, I
am sorry to say, characteristic of every one you may descend.
And of them this whole region is an interminable succession,
all of them barren and bleak." The camels, however, he noted,
found plenty to eat along the way, munching on the spiny
cacti and bitter brush that the mules of the expedition ignored.

Our camels, too, seem inclined toward the thornier plants
that come their way, and we sometimes have to pull their heads
away from the temptations of plants lining the trail. When we
stop later for a water break, the animals eagerly begin browsing
on the catclaw and creosote that horses would avoid like the
plague. "It's like having a car that runs on air," says Baum.

Before lunch, we set off on foot for a hike, led by the ranger
to a scenic clifftop view of some of Big Bend's miraculous

tenajas ("earthen jars" in Spanish), which are deep water holes
with narrow mouths that capture rainwater so efficiently they
remain wet even during severe drought. Along the way, we
encounter several Big Bend horse lubbers, which are enormous,
rather friendly bright green grasshoppers with red wings that

pose quietly on our fingertips.
After lunch, we mount up again for a trip to one of the most

special sites on the ranch, a small rock complex known as the
"birthing place" because of the 300-year-old pictographs that

appear to portray scenes of women giving birth. Like most of

the pictographs in the area, the images are abstract, almost
geometric in form. It feels like an oasis from the heat and glare,
with its shady refuge under a rocky overhang and a cool breeze
that blows continuously through a wide crevice.

In this ancient place, it is easy to imagine a prehistoric
landscape, millions of years ago, when the ancestors of today's
camels actually lived here on what was to become Texas soil.

Early versions of camels, from tiny to huge, roamed the
American continent for millions of years, with a heavy
concentration of them in the area of Texas, until they finally
disappeared around 10,000 years ago. I love the idea that camels
magically reappeared here on their old stomping grounds after

being gone so long.
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Later, as we remount and march toward our campground,
the temperature is 100 degrees and climbing, and it is getting
a little easier to imagine Echols' experiences. In his journal,
he admitted that he and his men came close to panic at one
point, when they had been unable to find water for days, and
even the camels began bellowing for water. The landscape, he
wrote, was "a picture of barrenness and desolation, when the
scathing fire of destruction has swept with its rabid flame
mountains, canons, ravines, precipices, cactus, soap weed,
intense reflection from the limestone cliffs, and almost every
barrier that one can conceive of." But just as Echols was
about to disperse men and animals, leaving all to fend for
themselves, they came upon the welcome sight of the
mountain known, ironically, as Camel's Hump, where they
knew they'd find water.

What we have in our sights this afternoon is a tall, picturesque
wooden windmill and a large stone tank filled with cool water,
near which Baum has already set up our tents. Also waiting is
a big jug of ice tea, some great guacamole and later, a dinner of
fajitas. We spend the rest of the afternoon and some of the early
evening in quintessential West Texas fashion, spinning yarns,
comparing our Texas roots, and talking about Texas music.
None of us can top Baum, who once played drums at age 12
with a band led by country singer "Cornfed" Fred Crawford.

The next morning, we are joined by one of the state's better
storytellers, Fort Leaton park ranger Evelyn Dorsey, whose
enthusiasm for Big Bend rivals that of Baum for camels. "All
of our plants out here are specialized," she says, describing the
lechuguilla and other forbidding-looking plants that can actu-
ally be used either for food or tools. "The plants and people
out here might have thorns," she says, "but we're well-adapted
to the environment."

Later, as we proceed on camelback along the dramatic over-
look known as Papalotito Escondido, with the camels making
their way carefully down slippery, rocky slopes, Baum exclaims
in admiration over their sure-footedness, much as Echols and
Beale had. "They're more like mountain goats than 2,000-pound
animals," says Baum. And I'm beginning to think that the
camels, in fact, are an appropriate addition to Big Bend, since
they, like the plants and sometimes the people out here, are
incredibly specialized and even a little strange in their ability

A- A

The two-day trek is reminiscent of an 186o camel convoy that was
sent to explore West Texas.

to survive in a climate that, as Evelyn says, reduces things to
their bare-boned essentials.

On our way back to Sauceda, the sun to our west begi-s
casting shadows of our siihouettes along the side of the trail,
and Baum remarks on the tin-eless nature of the shape of the
camel outlines on the gravel and the rocks. "I get lost looking
at those shadows," says Baum, "thinking about :he colorful
history of the camel, of the spice routes of Asia and the Orient."
And then thee's all the what-if;. What if :he camel experiment
had not come to an untimely end, even after the camels had
proven their mettle time and tire again on some of the most
demanding terrain in the West? "I look forward to the day
when every -rail route across the continent will be conducted

altogether w:t- this economic and noble brute," Edward Beale
had once rhapsodized.

Instead, the camels were sold o-f after the Civil War for $31
apiece for circuses and heavy mine and freight transport, and
some were let loose to fend for themselves, turning up in tall
tales and nearly as many sight ngs in later years as Elvis.

And now, as camel caravans across Big Bend Ranch resume,
perhaps the legends will return, and we'll get another chance
to discover what the camel might have meant to Texas. *

Getting There
Camel treks are scheduled at Big Bend Ranch State Park March 10-11, 12-13, 15-16,

17-18 and 19-20. A schedule for September will be released later this year. Each two-day
trek includes two guides, a cook and no more than six participants. Cost is $650 per
person, which includes meals and lodging. For information call 254-675-HUMP or e-
mail (texascamelcorps@htcomp.net>.

Big Bend Ranch State Park offers a wilderness experience in the Chihuahuan
Desert. Activities include rafting and canoeing, camping, backpacking, day hiking
and fishing. Visitors must check in at either Fort Leaton State Park near Presidio or
Barton Warnock Environmental Education Center near Lajitas.

For information about Big Bend Ranch call 915-229-3416.
Map © Texas Parks and Wildlife Press, Official Guide to Texas State Parks.
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The Great

BLACK-EYED PEA HOAX
By C.E Eckhardt

AE YOU going to eat black-
eyed peas on the first day of

the new year for good luck

in the coming year? If so,

you've been taken in by one of the best

bits of flackery ever to come out of Texas.

The name Elmore Torn probably

doesn't mean much to you unless you've

been around Texas a long time. You

might know Elmore's son, though. Elmore

Jr. is the Texas-born actor Rip Torn.

Back in 1947, Elmore Sr. was pretty

much all there was to the Athens/

Henderson County Chamber of

Commerce. That was, of course, in

the days before Houston and Dallas

"discovered" Athens. In those days you

could buy just about all of Henderson

County you wanted - sans mineral

rights, of course - for about 10

bucks an acre. There weren't very

many takers at that price.

The area industries at the time were

oil, farming, oil, a pottery factory, oil, and

a cannery. One of the products of the

cannery was canned black-eyed peas.

Canned black-eyed peas, these days,

aren't bad eatin' at all. They can't

compare to fresh-off-the-vine, hulled

and snapped on the back porch, cooked

with genuine ham hocks, of course, but

they're not bad. That wasn't the case in

1947. In those days canned black-eyed

peas resembled nothing quite so much

as grayish-tan, lumpy library paste with

black spots scattered in it. The stuff

tasted like library paste, too - with

heavy overtones of tinplate and salt.

Elmore Torn was tasked with creating

a market for lumpy, grayish-tan library

paste that tasted like salty tin.

Perhaps no other flack in Texas was

as suited to the task. Even the legendary

Hondo Crouch, had he engaged in

flackery, might have been hard put to

do that - but not Elmore. He went

to the cannery and had several dozen

two-ounce cans of peas made up. Then

he sat down at his typewriter.

What came out of that typewriter was

a stroke of sheer genius - the sort of

success story a movie studio "biographer"

could dream up when tasked with

creating a romantic background for a

kid from the Bronx who's never been

farther from home than Flatbush. It

was, of course, a work of pure fiction.

Eating black-eyed peas for good luck

on New Year's Day, Elmore wrote, was

a fine old antebellum Southern tradition

that had been viciously suppressed by

the damn Yankees during Reconstruction.

Jeff Davis, Stonewall Jackson, Albert

Sidney Johnston - even Marse Robert

Lee himself - partook of the unique

Southern delicacy known as the black-

eyed pea every New Year's Day for

good luck in the coming year. Why, the

reason the South lost was a failure of

the black-eyed pea crop in 1863, which

led to the Confederate reverses in '64

and ultimately to the humiliation of

Appomattox in April of '65. The tradi-

tion, he wrote, was hoary long before

the war, but had been suppressed by

the Yankees for the nine long years of

Reconstruction in Texas. It was time

for all good Southerners to rise up and

reclaim this great, almost-lost bit of

Southern heritage. Who knows, it

might lead to the South rising once more.

And, of course, what better way to serve

black-eyed peas for New Year's Day

dinner than with convenient, tasty (he

may have gagged slightly there), canned

black-eyed peas from Athens, Texas?

Elmore had this printed as a brochure

and wrapped his brochures around

two-ounce cans of canned black-eyed

peas from Athens. Then he sent a can

and the con to the food editor of every

newspaper in the South and in the

Southern-leaning border states of

Missouri, Kentucky and Maryland.

Then he sat back and waited.

Now, to be truthful, President

Davis and Generals Lee, Jackson and

Johnston probably never ate black-eyed

peas in their lives but their horses

did. Black-eyed peas, in the antebellum

south, were po' folks' eats. Upper- and

middle-class Southerners considered

them livestock fodder.

A good many of those food editors

must have been awfully hard up for

copy the day the black-eyed pea scam

arrived in the mailbox, because they

printed Elmore's yarn. Slowly at first,

then with gathering momentum, this

"great old antebellum Southern tradition"

took hold across Texas and the South.

Elmore moved on to better things,

eventually becoming known as "The

Sage of Circleville." Circleville, Texas,

for the record, consisted - at least in

the early 1960s - of a dilapidated

cotton gin, a not-quite-so-dilapidated

dance hall, and not much else, at the

junction of Texas 95 and Texas 29 in

Williamson County, just north of

Taylor and a little east of Georgetown.

Elmore insisted that Circleville, Texas,

was a far more cosmopolitan place than
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the Big Apple. After all, probably
nobody in New York City had ever
heard of Circleville, Texas - but
might near everybody in Circleville had
heard about New York at least once.

Still, the great black-eyed pea scam
remains Elmore's lasting monument.

Over the years Elmore Torn's Southern
tradition has, in fact, become a Southern

tradition. In the week between Christmas
and New Year's, canned black-eyed

peas are one of the biggest sellers in

grocery stores all across the South.

Yes, I eat black-eyed peas on New
Year's - and during the rest of the

year as well. I like 'em. Hillbilly as it
might sound, there's nothing quite as

good anywhere as sopping a wedge of
hot cornbread in the potlikker from
cooking black-eyed peas. Canned

black-eyed peas have come a long way
in the past half-century or so. But on

New Yepr s Day I eat them not for

good luck, but to honor Elmore Torn,
the man who created that "grand old
Southern tradition." *

C. F. ECKHARDT writes about

cowboying because it's easier than

doing it. His latest book, Texas Smoke:
Muzzleloadiers on the Frontier, is due

out next n,nthfrom Texas Tech

University Press.
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_eks. Winner of 12 Emmy Awards, our television
series is broadcast throughout Texas on
local PBS affiliates. In stereo where
available.DeC. 31 - Jan. 7:

The growth of shooting

sports; gun safety; turkey

fajitas; a 300-year-old

road; tracking shellfish

along the G uadalupe

River.

Jan. 7 -14:
Antelope in the Trans-
Pecos; white-winged

doves; golden-checked

warblers; frog legs recipe.

Jan. 14 - 21:
A paraplegic man

handcvcling across the

United States; the

javelina; return of the
bald eagle.

Jan. 21 - 28:
Walter Cronkite narrates
the history of the Texas

State Capitol.

Jan. 28 - Feb. 4:
Jellyfish; Floyd Mabry,
the "Original Texas

Fishing Machine;"

preparing turkey fruit

salad; a scenic tour of

Texas.

Return of the bald eagle is the subject of
"Texas Parks & Wildlife" the week ofJan. 14.

Amarillo: KACV, Ch. 2 / Sat. 5:30 p.m.
Austin: KLRU, Ch. 18 / Sun. 1o a.m. /
Mon. 12:30 p.m. KLRU-TOO, Cable Ch. 20 /
Tues. 11 p.m., 12 p.m.
Bryan-College Station: KAMU, Ch. 15 /
Thurs. 7 p.m.

Corpus Christi: KEDT, Ch. 16 / Sun. 11 a.m. /
Thurs. 10 a.m. / Friday 11:30 p.m.

Dallas/Fort Worth: KERA, Ch. 13 / Fri. 1:30 p.m.
Also serving Abilene, Denton, Longview, Marshall, San Angelo,
Texarkana, Tyler, Wichita Falls, Sherman

El Paso: KCOS, Ch. 13 / Sat. 5:30 p.m.
Harlingen: KMBH, Ch. 6o / Tues. 8 p.m.
Also serving McAllen, Mission, Brownsville

Houston: KUHT, Ch. 8 / Sun. 5 p.m. / Fri. 1 p.m.
Also serving Beaumont/Port Arthur, Galveston,
Texas City, Victoria

Killeen: KNCT, Ch. 46 / Sun. 4 p.m.
Also serving Temple

Lubbock: KTXT, Ch. 5 / Sat. 6:30 p.m.
Odessa-Midland: KOCV, Ch. 36 / Sat. 5 p.m.

San Antonio & Laredo: KLRN, Ch. 9 /
Thur. noon

Waco: KWBU, Ch. 34 / Sat. 3 p.m.

schedules are subjecttrochange, so check local listings.

"PASSPORT TO TEXAS"

Your Radio Guide to the
Great Texas Outdoors

Join Joel Block weekdays
for a 90-second Journey into

the Texas Outdoors. Producer
Kathleen Jenkins. Check this
listing for a station near you
or tune in on our Web site:

<www.passporttotexas.com>

Abilene: KACU-FM 89.7 / 7:06 a.m. &
1:44, 6:01 p.m.
Amarillo: KACV-FM 89.9 / 9:20 a.m.
Austin: KUT-FM 90.5 / 1:58 p.m.,
(12:58 p.m. Fr.), KVET-AM 1300 /
6:15 a.m. (Sat.) • Austin American-
Statesman's Inside Line 512-416-5700

category 6287 (NATR)
Beaumont: KLVI-AM 560 / 5:20 a.m.

Brady: KNEL-AM 1490 / 7:50 a.m. &
8:50 p.m., KNEL-FM 95.3 / 7:50 a.m. &
8:50 p.m.

Bridgeport: KBOC-FM 98.3 /
8:45 a.m. & 5:25 p.m.

Bryan: WTAW-AM 1150 / 5:45 p.m.
Canton: KVCI-AM 1510 / 6:40 a.m.

Canyon: KWTS-FM 91.1 / 6 a.m. -
9 a.m. hours
Carthage: KGAS-AM 1590 / 6:46 a.m.,
KGAS-FM 104.3 / 6:46 a.m.

Center: KDET-AM 930 / 5:15 p.m.
Coleman: KSTA-AM 1000 / 5:15 p.m.
Columbus: KULM-FM 98.3 / 7:20 a.m.
Comanche: KCOM-AM 1550 / 6:30 a.m.
Commerce: KETR-FM 88.9 / 10:15 a.m.

Corpus Christi: KEDT-FM 90.3 / 5:34
p.m., KFTX-FM 97.5 / 5:35 a.m.
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Crockett: KIVY-AM 1290 / 8:15 a.m.,
KIVY-FM 92.7 / 8:15 a.m.

Cuero: KVCQ-FM 97.7 / 8:20 a.m.

Denison/Sherman: KJIM-AM 1500 /
9:04 a.m.

Dimmitt: KDHN-AM 1470 / 12:31 p.m.
Dumas: KMRE-FM 95.3 / 10:30 a.m.
KDDD-AM 800 / 10:30 a.m.

Eagle Pass: KINL-FM 92.7 / 7:15 a.m.

Eastland: KEAS-AM 1590 / 11:14 a.m.,
2:14 p.m., KEAS-FM 97.7 / 11:14 a.m. &
2:14 p.m.

El Campo: KULP-AM 1390 / 2:00 p.m.

Fairfield: KNES-FM 99.1 / 6:49 a.m.

Floresville: KWCB-FM 89.7 / 1:30 p.m.

Fort Stockton: KFST-AM 86o / 12:50
p.m., KFTS-FM 94.3 / 12:50 p.m.
Fort Worth: KTCU-FM 88.7 / 8:50 a.m. &
5:50 p.m.

Freeport: KBRZ-AM 1460 /10:15 a.m. &
7:45 p.m.

Gainesville: KGAF-AM 1580 /
7:00 a.m.

Galveston: KGBC-AM 1540 / 1:45 p.m.
Hallettsville: KHLT-AM 1520 / 8:20 a.m.,
KTXM-FM 99.9 / 8:20 a.m.

Harlingen: KMBH-FM 88.9 / 4:58 p.m.

Hereford: KPAN-AM 860 / 2:50 p.m.,
KPAN-FM 106.3 / 2:50 p.m.

Hillsboro: KHBR-AM 1560 / 9:30 a.m.

Houston: KBME-AM 790 / 11:30 a.m.

Huntsville: KSHU-FM 90.5 / 11:55 a.m.

Jacksonville: KEBE-AM 1400 /
7:25 a.m.

Junction: KMBL-AM 1450 / 6:46 a.m. &

3:46 p.m., KOOK-FM 93.5 /
6:46 a.m. & 3:46 p.m.

Kerrville: KRNH-FM 92.3 / 5:31 a.m. &
12:57, 7:35 p.m.

Lampasas: KCYL-AM 1450 / 7:10 a.m.,
KACQ-FM 101.9 / 7:10 a.m.

Levelland: KLVT-AM 1230 / 12:06 p.m.

Lubbock: KJTV-AM 950 / 6:50 a.m.

Malakoff: KLVQ-AM 1410 / 6:45 a.m.

Marshall: KCUL-AM 1410 / 7:10 a.m.,
KCUL-FM 92.3 / 7:10 a.m.

McAllen: KHID-FM 88.1 / 4:58 p.m.

Mesquite: KEOM-FM 88.5 / 5:30 a.m. &
2:30, 8:30 p.m. M-Th. (5:30 a.m. & 4:45
p.m. Fr.)

Midland: KCRS-AM 550 / 6:43 a.m. &
6:43 p.m.

Mineola: KMOO-FM 99.9 / 5:10 p.m.

Nacogdoches: KSAU-FM 90.1 /3:00 p.m.

Ozona: KYXX-FM 94.3 / 12:09 p.m.

Palestine: KLIS-FM 96.7 / 6:20 a.m.

Pecos: KIUN-AM 1400 / 10:30 a.m.

Point Comfort/Port Lavaca: KAJI-FM

94.1 / TBA
Rockdale: KRXT-FM 98.5 / 5:04 a.m. &

5:50 p.m.

San Angelo: KUTX-FM 90.1 /
1:58 p.m. (12:58 p.m. Fr.)

San Antonio: KSTX-FM 89.1 /
9:04 p.m. Th., KENS-AM 116o / 7:40
a.m., 12:30 & 5:45 p.m.
Seguin: KWED-AM 1580 / 7:55 a.m.

Sonora: KHOS-FM 92.1 / 12:09 p.m.

Sulphur Springs: KSST-AM 1230 /
4:45 p.m.

Texarkana: KTXK-FM 91.5 / noon hour

Uvalde: KVOU-AM 1400 / 5:33 a.m.
KVOU-FM 105 / 5:33 a.m.

Victoria: KVRT-FM 90.7 / 5:34 p.m.,
KTXN-FM 98.7 / 6:45 a.m.

Waco: KBCT-FM 94.5 / 6:10 a.m.

Wichita Falls: KWFS-AM 1290 / 6:15 &

7:45 a.m.

Yoakum: KYKM-FM 92.5 / 8:20 a.m.

"Passport to Texas" is available
at no cost to stations across the
state. For information contact
Donna Endres at 512-454-1922,
fax 512-454-2552, or write to

P.O. Box 5966, Austin, Texas 78763,
e-mail <passport@io.com>.

THIS SERIES IS MADE POSSIBLE
IN PART BY GRANTS FROM
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Ti I)OW CHEMICAL COMPANY

Now on "Travel Texas"
Join host Joel Klein on "Travel Texas,"
KENS-AM 116o in San Antonio at

11:05 a.m. on the third and fourth

Thursdays of each month for more

about the stories in this issue of

Texas Parks & Wildlife. Hear
interviews with the authors, behind-
the-scenes information and more.
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Get FREE
Information From
Our Advertisers!

Simply circle the numbers corresponding

to the advertisersfrom whom you wish

to receive information on the reader

service card to the right ofthis page.

Drop the postage-paid card in the mail

and we'll do the rest!

i. Eagle Optics, pg. 8,
(800) 289-1132
<www.eagleoptics.com>

2. Orange Convention and Visitors
Bureau, pg. 8, (800) 528-4906
<www.org-tx.com/chamber>

3. Spin-Cast Wildlife Feeders, pg. 6o,
(800) 950-7087
<www.spincastfeeders.com>

4. Travis Boating Center, cover 2,
(877) 923-2628
<www.travisboatingcenter.com>
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GREAT TEXAS
BIRDING CLASSIC

APRIL 20-29, 2001

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND
TEAM REGISTRATION MATERIALS:

1-888-TX-BIRDS

WWW.TPWD.STATE.TX.US/GTBC
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From Big Bend to the Big Thicket and the Red to the Rio Grande

Tour, Seminole Canyon SHP,
Comstock, 915-292-4464.

BIG BEND
COUNTRY

JANUARY EVENTS

Jan.: Fate Bell Cave Dwelling
Tour, Wednesday through
Sunday, Seminole Canyon
SHP, Comstock, 915-292-4464.

Jan.: White Shaman Tour,
every Saturday, Seminole
Canyon SHP, Comstock, 888-
525-9907.

Jan.: Bouldering Tours, every
Saturday and Sunday, Hueco
Tanks SHP, El Paso, 915-849-
6684.

Jan.: Pictograph Tours, every
Saturday and Sunday, Hueco
Tanks SHP, El Paso, 915-849-
6684.

Jan.: Phantom Cave Springs
aid San Solomon Cienega
Tour, every Saturday,
Balmorhea SP, Toyahvale, 915-
3-5-2370.

Jan. 1-31: Quail Hunt, Black
Gap WMA, Brewster County,
9:5-376-2216.

Jan. 1-31: Fishing on the Rio
Grande, Black Gap WMA,
Brewster County, 915-376-
2216.

Jan. 13: Stories Of Spirit,
Magoffin Home SHP, El Paso,
915-533-c 147.

Ja1. 20: Presa Canyon Tour,
Seminole Canyon SHP,
Ccomstock, 915-292-4464.

Jan. 21: B rd Identification
Toiars, Hueco Tanks SHP, El
Paso, 915-849-6684.

Jan. 21: Upper Canyon Tour,
Seminole -anyon SHP, El
Paso, 915-292-4464.

Jan. 22-26: Advanced
Wi derness First Aid, Barton

Warnock Environmental
Education Center, Lajitas, 915-
371-2633.

Jan. 26-27: Living History
Days, Fort Leaton SHP,
Presidio, 915-229-3613.

FEBRUARY EVENTS

Feb.: Desert Garden Tours,
Barton Warnock
Environmental Education
Center, Lajitas, 915-424-3327.

Feb.: White Shaman Tour,
Seminole Canyon SHP,
Comstock, 1-888-525-9907-

Feb.: Bouldering Tours, Hueco
Tanks SHP, El Paso, 915-849-
6684.

Feb.: Phantom Cave Springs
and San Solomon Cienega
Tour, Balmorhea SP,
Balmorhea, 915-375-2370.

Feb.: Pictograph Tours, Hueco
Tanks SHP, El Paso, 915-849-
6684.

Feb.: Fate Bell Cave Dwelling

--

~

---

U

Feb. 1-25: Fishing on the Rio
Grande, Black Gap WMA,
Brewster County, 915-376-
2216.

Feb. 1-25: Quail Hunt, Black
Gap WMA, Brewster County,
915-376-2216.

Feb. 2-4: Hiking the High
Country, Big Bend Ranch SP,
Presidio, 915-229-3416.

Feb. 2-4: Commercial Guide
Training, Big Bend Ranch SP,
Presidio, 915-229-3416.

Feb. 3: Presa Canyon Tour,
Seminole Canyon SHP,
Comstock, 915-292-4464.

Feb. 3, 4,17,18: Interpretive
Tour, Franklin Mountains SP, El
Paso, 915-566-6441.

Feb. 1o: Stories Of Spirit,
Magoffin Home SHP, El Paso,
915-533-5147.

Feb. 10: Cowboy 101, Big Bend
Ranch SP, Presidio, 915-229-
3416.

Feb. so: Bat and Birdhouse
Building, Fort Leaton SHP,
Presidio, 915-229-3613.

Feb. so: Upper Canyon Tour,
Seminole Canyon SHP,
Comstock, 915-292-4464.

Feb. 11, 18: Big Bend Lecture
Series, Barton Warnock
Environmental Education
Center, Lajitas, 915-424-3327.

Feb. 12: Special light goose
conservation season opens in
the Western Zone, 512-389-
4505.

Feb. 17: Dutch Oven Cooking,
Big Bend Ranch SP, Presidio,
915-229-3416.

Feb. 18: Bird Identification
Tours, Hueco Tanks SHP, El
Paso, 915-849-6684.
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GULF COAST

JANUARY EVENTS
Jan.: Plantation house, barn
and grounds tours,
Wednesdays through Sundays,
Varner-Hogg Plantation SHP,
West Columbia, 979-345-4656.

Jan.: Tours, Tuesday through
Sunday, Sea Center Texas, Lake
Jackson, 979-292-0100.

Jan.: Bird Walks, Every
Wednesday through Saturday,
Goose Island SP, Rockport, 361-
729-2858.

Jan.: Weekend Nature
Programs, every weekend,
Lake Texana SP, Edna,
361-782-5718.

Jan. 1o: Reenactment of the
Spindletop Gusher, Beaumont,
409-839-2977-

Jan. 12, 15: Intracoastal
Whooping Crane Tour,
Matagorda Island SP & WMA,
Port O'Connor, 361-983-2215.

Jan. 13: Beach Combing and
Shelling Tour, Matagorda Island
SP & WMA, Port O'Connor, 361-
983-2215.

Jan. 14: History Tour,
Matagorda Island SP & WMA,
Port O'Connor, 361-983-2215.

Jan.15: Advanced Birding
Series begins, Corpus Christi
Botanical Garden, Corpus
Christi, 361-852-2100.

Jan. 18: Whooping Crane Bus
Tour, Matagorda Island SP &
WMA, Port O'Connor, 361-983-
2215.

Jan. 20-21: Introduction to
Coastal Bend Birds, Corpus
Christi Botanical Garden,
Corpus Chisti, 361-852-2100.

Jan. 22: Special light goose
conservation season opens in
the Eastern Zone, 512-389-
4505.

FEBRUARY EVENTS

Feb.: Plantation house, barn
and grounds tours,
Wednesdays through Sundays,
Varner-Hogg Plantation SHP,

JANUARY 2001

West Columbia, 979-345-4656.

Feb.: Weekend Nature
Programs, Lake Texana SP,
Edna, 361-782-5718.

Feb.: Bird Walks, Goose Island
SP, Rockport, 361-729-2858.

Feb. 3: Star Party, Lake Texana
SP, Edna, 361-782-5718.

Feb. 3,10: Wild Boar Safari,
Fennessey Ranch, Refugio, 361-
529-6600.

Feb. 9, 11: Whooping Crane Bus
Tour, Matagorda Island SP &
WMA, Port O'Connor, 361-983-
2215.

Feb. 9, 19: Intracoastal
Whooping Crane Tour,
Matagorda Island SP & WMA,
Port O'Connor, 361-983-2215.

Feb. 10: Beach Combing and
Shelling Tour, Matagorda Island
SP & WMA, Port O'Connor, 361-
983-2215.

Feb. 17: Creature Feature,
Armand Bayou Nature Center,
Houston, 281-474-2551.

Feb. 23-25: Whooping Crane
Festival, Port Aransas, 800-45-
COAST.

Feb. 24: Introduction to Coastal
Bend Water Birds, Corpus
Christi Botanical Garden,
Corpus Christi, 361-852-2100.

HILL COUNTRY
- -- --- -- - -

JANUARY EVENTS

Jan.: Campfire Programs, Every
Saturday, McKinney Falls SP,
Austin, 512-243-1643.

Jan.: Ranger Talk, Every
Saturday, McKinney Falls SP,
Austin, 512-243-1643.

Jan. 6-27: Honey Creek Canyon
Walk, Honey Creek SNA, Spring
Branch, 830-438-2656.

Jan. 6-28: Gorman Falls Tour,
Colorado Bend SP, Bend, 915-
628-3240.

Jan. 6-28: Walking Cave Tour,
Colorado Bend SP, Bend, 915-
628-3240.

Jan. 6: Crawling Cave Tour,

Colorado Bend SP, Bend, 915-
628-3240.

Jan. 8: Late antlerless and
spike buck season opens in 25
Edwards Plateau counties, 512-
389-4505.

Jan. 15: Austin Fly Fishers meet-
ing, Austin, 512-916-4393.

Jan.18: Medina County in the
Civil War, Landmark Inn SHP,
Castroville, 830-931-2133.

Jan. 19-20: Sam Bass Treasure
Hunt/Mystery Game, Longhorn
Cavern SP, Burnet, 877-441-
2283.

Jan. 20: Enchanted Rock Trail
Project Day, Enchanted Rock
SNA, Fredericksburg, 512-445-
3862.

FEBRUARY EVENTS

Feb.: Birding Tours, X Bar
Ranch, Eldorado, 888-853-
2688.

Feb.: Nature and Historical
Tours, X Bar Ranch, Eldorado,
888-853-2688.

Feb.: Ranger Talk, McKinney
Falls SP Austin, 512-243-
1643.

Feb.: Honey Creek Canyon
Walk, Honey Creek SNA, Spring
Branch, 830-438-2656.

Feb.: Campfire Programs,
McKinney Falls SP, Austin, 512-
243-1643.

Feb. 3: Crawling Cave Tour,
Colorado Bend SP, Bend, 915-
628-3240.

Feb. 3: Birdhouse Day, Lyndon
B. Johnson SHP, Stonewall,
830-644-2252.

Feb. 3-25: Walking Cave Tour,
Colorado Bend SP, Bend, 915-
628-3240.

Feb. 3-25: Gorman Falls Tour,
Colorado Bend SP, Bend, 915-
628-3240.

Feb. 12: Special light goose
conservation season opens in
the Western Zone, 512-389-
4505-

Feb.15: I've Never Met a Texas
History I Didn't Like, Landmark
Inn SHP, Castroville, 830-931-
2133.

Feb.17: Enchanted Rock Trail
Project Day, Enchanted Rock
SNA, Fredericksburg, 512-445-
3862.

Feb. 19: Austin Fly Fishers
meeting, Austin, 512-916-4393.

PANHANDLE-
PLAINS

JANUARY EVENTS

Jan.: Nature Programs, call for
details, Abilene SP, Abilene,
915-572-3204.

Jan. 6, 20: Petroglyph Tour, San
Angelo SP, San Angelo, 915-
949-8935-

Jan.13, 27: Dinosaur Walk, San
Angelo SP, San Angelo, 915-
949-8935.

Jan.13: Stargazing Party,
Abilene SP, Abilene, 915-572-
3204.

Jan. 20: Longhorn and Bison
Seminar, San Angelo SP, San
Angelo, 915-949-8935.

Jan. 21-22: Hunter Safety
Course, Copper Breaks SP,
Quanah, 940-839-4331.

FEBRUARY EVENTS

Feb.: Llama Treks, San Angelo
SP, San Angelo, 915-651-7346.

Feb.: Nature Programs, Abilene
SP, Abilene, 915-572-3204.

Feb. 3: Canyon Chat, Palo Duro
Canyou SP, Canyon, 806-488-
2227.

Feb. 3,17: Petroglyph Tour, San
Angelo, SP, San Angelo, 915-
949-8935.

Feb. so: Family Nature Hike,
Palo Duro Canyon SP, Canyon,
806-488-2227.

Feb. 10, 24: Dinosaur Walk, San
Angelo SP, San Angelo, 915-
949-8935.

Feb. 12: Special light goose
conservation season opens in
the Western Zone, 512-389-
4505.

Feb. 17: Longhorn and Bison
Seminar, San Angelo SP, San
Angelo, 915-949-8935.

Feb. 17: Canyon Critters, Palo
Duro Canyon SP, Canyon, 8o6-
488-2227.

Feb. 23-25: Becoming an



Outdoors-Woman Workshop,
Butman Methodist Camp,
Merkel, 512-389-8183.

PINEYWOODS

JANUARY EVENTS

Jan. 5,19: Slide Show, Village
Creek SP, Lumberton, 409-755-
7322.

Jan.13, 27: Guided Nature Hike,
Village Creek SP, Lumberton,
409-755-7322-

Jan. 20: Floating the Forks,
Martin Dies, Jr. Jasper, SP, 409-
384-5231.

Jan. 22: Special light goose con-
servation season opens, Eastern
Zone, 512-389-4505

Jan. 27: Annual Kid's Fishing
Day, Lake Bob Sandlin SP,
Pittsburg, 903-572-5531.

FEBRUARY EVENTS

Feb. 2,16: Slide Show, Village
Creek SP, Lumberton, 409-75 5-
7322.

Feb. 3: Birdhouse Day, Martin
Dies, Jr. SP, Jasper, 409-384-
5231.

Feb. 3: Birdhouse Day, Martin
Creek Lake SP, Tatum, 903-836-
4336.

Feb. 1o, 24: Guided Nature Hike,
Village Creek SP, Lumberton,
409-755-7322.

Feb. 17: Floating the Forks,
Martin Dies, Jr. SP, Jasper, 409-
384-5231.

PRAIRIES
AND LAKES

JANUARY EVENTS

Jan.: Historic and Scenic Tour,
by reservation only, Monument
Hill & Kreische Brewery SHP, La
Grange, 979-968-5658.

Jan.: Kreische Brewery Tours,
every Saturday and Sunday,

Monument Hill & Kreische
Brewery SHP, La Grange, 979-
968-5658.

Jan.: Campfire Programs, every
Saturday, Stephen F. Austin SHP,
San Felipe, 979-885-3613.

Jan.: Historical Tours, every
Sunday, Stephen F. Austin SHP,
San Felipe, 979-885-3613.

Jan. 6, 7, 20, 21: Birds of the
Brazos Hike, Stephen F. Austin
SHP, San Felipe, 979-885-3613.

Jan. 7,14: Kreische House Tours,
Monument Hill & Kreische
Brewery SHP, La Grange, 979-
968-5658.

Jan. 13, 20, 27: Bald Eagle Tour,
Fairfield Lake SP, Fairfield, 903-
389-4514.

Jan. 20-21: Origins Of The
Cowboy, Washington-on-the-
Brazos SHP, Washington, 936-
878-2213.

Jan. 20-21: Eagle Fest 2001,
Emory, 800-561-1182.

Jan. 20-31: Vanishing
Amphibians, Texas Freshwater
Fisheries Center, Athens, 903-
676-BASS

Jan. 20: Trout Clinic, Fort Parker
SP, Mexia, 254-562-5751.

Jan. 22: Special light goose con-
servation season opens, Eastern
Zone, 512-389-4505

Jan. 26: Fish-It's Fine Food,
Texas Freshwater Fisheries
Center, Athens, 903-676-BASS

FEBRUARY EVENTS

Feb.: Historic and Scenic Tour,
Monument Hill & Kreische
Brewery SHP, La Grange, 979-
968-5658.

Feb.: Kreische Brewery Tours,
Monument Hill & Kreische
Brewery SHP, La Grange, 979-
968-5658.

Feb.: Campfire Programs,
Stephen F. Austin SHP, San
Felipe, 979-885-3613.

Feb.: Historical Tours, Stephen F.
Austin SHP, San Felipe. 979-
885-3613.

Feb. 1-27: Vanishing
Amphibians, Texas Freshwater
Fisheries Center, Athens, 903-
676-BASS.

Feb. 3: Birdhouse Day, Fairfield
Lake SP, Fairfield, 903-389-4514.

Feb. 3,10,17, 24: Bald Eagle
Tour, Fairfield Lake SP, Fairfield,
903-389-4514.

Feb. 3,17: Forest Animal Hike,
Stephen F. Austin SHP, San
Felipe, 979-885-3613.

Feb. 3,17: Ecology Trail Hikes,
Stephen F. Austin SHP, San
Felipe, 979-885-3613.

Feb. 4,11: Kreische House
Tours, Monument Hill &
Kreische Brewery SHP, La
Grange, 979-968-5658.

Feb. 4,18: Life of the
Karankawas, Stephen F. Austin
SHP, San Felipe, 979-885-3613.

Feb. 10-11: A Stitch In Time,
Washington-on-the-Brazos
SHP/Barrington Living History
Farm, 936-878-2213.

SOUTH TEXAS
PLAINS

JANUARY EVENTS

Jan.: Kiskadee Bus Tour, every
Tuesday and Friday, Bentsen Rio
Grande SP, Mission, 956-585-
1107.

Jan. 22: Special light goose con-
servation season opens, Eastern
Zone, 512-389-4505.

Jan. 22: Late antlerless and
spike buck season opens in 30
South Texas counties, 512-389-
4505.

FEBRUARY EVENTS

Feb.: Kiskadee Bus Tour,
Bentsen-Rio Grande Valley SP,
Mission, 956-585-1107.

Feb. 3: 188os Wild West
Extravaganza, Presidio La Bahia,
Goliad, 361-645-3752.

Feb. 5,19: Bird Identification
Tour, Choke Canyon
SP/Calliham Unit, Calliham, 361-
786-3868.

SP STATE PARK

SHP STATE HISTORICAL
PARK

SNA STATE NATURAL.
AREA

WAM WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT
AREA

State Parks Offer
Public Hunts
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Jan. 9-11, 23-25
Big Bend Ranch SP

915-229-3416
Jan. 1-5, 8-12, 15-19, 22-26

Lake Brownwood SP
915-784-5223

Jan. 1-3, 3-5, 8-o, 10-12,
15-17, 17-19

Choke Canyon SP
361-786-3868

Jan. 2-5, 9-12, 16-19, 23-26
Colorado Bend SP

915-628-3240
Jan. 8-1o, 10-12, 15-17, 17-

19
Davis Mointains SP

915-426-3337
Jan. 3-5, 8-10, 10-12, 17-19

Guadalupe River SP
830-438-2656

Jan. 7-10, 14-17
Hill Country SNA

830-796-4413
Jan. 2-5, 7-12, 16-19

Honey Creek SNA
830-438-2656
Jan 3-5, 8-12
Huntsville SP
409-295-5644

Jan. 3-5, 10-12, 17-19
Inks Lake/Longhorn Cavern

SF
512-793-2223

Jan. 6-7, 8-1o, 10-12
Lake Houston SP

281-354-6881
Jan. 2-4

Lake Mineral Wells SP
940-328-1171

Jan. 7-12
Lake Wnitney SP

254-694-3793
Jan. 2-5, 8-12, 15-19, 22-26

Pedernales Falls SP
830-868-7304

Jan 8-12, 10-12
South Liaro River SP

915-446-3994
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Goods and Services for the Outdoor Enthusiast

M A R K E T P L A C E
CALL 1OR MORE INFORMATION & MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: 512-912-7003

DSP GUIDE SERVICE
Professional Guide Service

Lake Fork, TX

SUPER STAND TM SINCE HEIGHTS
Guaranteed Five Years 1983 1S 12.13

15. 17&20 Ft

Eye Level

All blinds
complete with Camo Covers

sliding windows. & Roof
care, legs Available
s1d ladder

(4x4x15 ft. shown), Adjustable
Top Rail

AVAILABLE
4x4 and 4x6 models Patentea

6 ft, thru 20 ft. heights Top Closes Down!
Ground Stands
Builders Kits

-. .. . BIG-MAC Feeders

.- , Parts
Remotes
Batteries

Solar Panel
Repairs

* 5s1

"BOSS" Tripod
Exclusive Split Beam Leg

Design Creates the Strongest
Most Rigid Tripod Stand on

the Market

55 Gal.
14 ft. Tripod

Winch Feeder

Shown

Also Available:
50 lb. thru 750 lb. Capacities
Ladder Feeders • Tailgate Feeders
Protein Feeders

OUR online guide to
Whitetails, Mule Deer, Pronghorn, Auodad,

Dove, Qual., Ducks, Geese, Pheasant,
Javelina o, Fo. Mo Russian Boar,

e a Bobcat, Coyote, Fox, Mountain Bon, & axorcs.

WWW. DEERTEXAS.COM
D/MauckCSacta ecr1,om p P rin..n 12- w Ts1767(.1

Duck Stamp Prints
Texas Duck Stamp Prints,

Texas Saltwater, Texas Quail,
Texas Wild Turkey,

GCCA, Federal
John Cowan Prints

All Years

P.O BOX 1056 • SPRING, TEXAS 77391-1056
(281) 370-i945 • Serving Texas Collectors Since 1980

www.charliesgallery.com

A U T O M A T I C

GAME FEEDERS

p- n - -H" - --

- Dealer Inquiries Invited

4MPROD UCTPROUC TS

60 )JANUARY 2001

BT T C Soth exas Guide ServiceBUCKS "uthTlJ J S Trut "Redfish " Flounder - Block Drum
Baffin Bay

FREE LODGING
AVAILABLE UPON

I t 3 Box 475 Alice, TX 78332
'www.fishing-baffinbay.com

361 W-- 616 • iI1 I6 8 1 lome • (361) 739-7817 Mobile

HV'NTI'NG



TE xas Flag (28"H x 40-W)

First Republic of Texas Flag (28' H x C0"W)

1824

Alamo Flag (28"H x 4C.W)

-1,,

COME AND TAKE IT.

Gon2ales Flag 28"H x 40"W)

Sara'1Dodscn Flag (19"H x 48"W)

Antiqued Texas Flogs Framed in Bcrnwcood.
An Impressive Reproduction oy Texns Artist
George Zoes. Your Pirchase is an 'r.vestmen

in t'e Preservation of Texas Htstory.

Buy 3 or more $149.00 Each
Buy 2 $159.D0 Each Sspc
Buy 1 $169.30 Each peiterr

Twelve Ga. ge ?legs are made o: 10CC: ''otton,
USA Go- Spec. Fl g Material Bu- Direct.

Original Designer aid Marufacturer. 71;-465-5563

www.twelvegauge.com
151- Bin;le SL ite D7 Houstcn, TX 17055

Toll Free 1-877-465-6563

U5 I

Texas Historical Flags Any flag of any kind,
Custom nlags and flagpoles.
www.eagle-mtn.com 800-3B5-5605

Personalized Bootjack
Bronze, aluminum, or cast-iron-
metal Lase. Leather strapping
on yoke. Leather footplate
with brani, logo, initials or {
name burned into leather.
Crawford & Company
Box 126 • Uvalde, TX, 78802 • Call Toll Free 888-301-1967

TEXAS PARKS & WILD LIFE 6

THE BEST HOME
WEATHER STATION
EVER MADE. BRAND

x595°°

TPWO101

D avis unleashes its Vantage Pro wireless
weather station! Revolutionary thinking,

with professional quality, accuracy, and
performance.
Forecasts 30 different
weather conditions, shows
over 80 graphs, and
sounds
over 70 weather alarms.
All in a display that's
easy to read and use.

It's the best value you'll find anywhere!
I~-

CALTDYFR OR I U
" $00-61~7i I~VlTT!ieiV iT (ii

LAND AND WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Practical, effective, and sustainable solutions
for your land management needs.

• Habitat evaluation and management
• Wildlife counts, censuses & surveys
• Prescribed fire plans
• Pond design & construction management
• Native & exotic vegetation management
• Sedimentation and erosion control
• GIS and GPS services
• Wildlife management use property tax assistance

1-512-327-1180

LooMIs-AUSTIN, INC.
www.loomisaustin.com

www.BuyTexasOnline.com
Free Catalog 800-273-6389
C uitars & Cadillacs is the country's largest retailer cf spe-
calty TeXEs gifts and apparel. Our unique collection
includes "Cricinal Texas Clothing," stained glass, jewelry,
linens, aid "Made in Texas" gourmet foods, salsas, and
hit sauces Our "Texas in a Basket" gift baskets can be
castom designed and shipped the same day.

. .
- - - - -
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CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE CA !



* Historic and H Hospitality Accommoda-ions

of Texas HAT) inc udes

the static's finest historic

bed & breakfasts, coun-

try inns. guesthouses

and distoc:ive hotels.

The HAT seal of

approval means tha- the prcpert-, is not only

beautiful bu: unique, sparking cean. and

fItel of Tex charm. For a fill" listing of

HA. accommocations, visit us at

ww-v- hiat.org or cal 1 800 II A [-368.

H S TO 01, CC M0ATi
IW~ISU,U r0U'~:UUkSU~5-

* Ant Street Inn "One of the best B&B's i-
Texas" - Sowhern Lwvmng.
www.antstreetinn.com 800-325-4943

x Mariposa Ranch Cabins, fireplaces, Jacuzzis-
os-two, "Enchantec Evening' packages

Southern Jiviog

www.mariposaranch com 877-647-4774

* Meyer B&l On Cypress Creek, Hill Country,
Mid 1800 s Stage Stop, I exas Landmark.

888-995-6100

* Heather's Glen B&B
Restored Victorian Manscon
www.heathersglen.com Boo-66-JAMIE

* Villa Del Rio Historic Mexico border vil a, lush

acreage, by Texas' oldest winery.
www.villade.rio.com 800-995-1887

* Schildknecht-Weidenfeller House 1870 s
German limestone house in Historic Dist c-.
Private. Accommodates one-tei in one paty-.

Antiques, handmade quilts. Fireplace, cellar porch.
www.schildicrecht.com 830-997-5612

* The Luckenbach Inn Bed & Breakfast
"Go Back Well-Fed & Rested." Fireplaces.
whirlpool tubs, cou Itry breaxf:st.
www.luckemaachtx.com 800-997-1124

* Settler's Crossing
"Cne of Arerica's Top 10 Fec ard Break sts"
- Travel & Leisure magazine. Fireplaces, antiques,

iacuzzis.
www.settlerscrossing.com 800-874-102

FREDERICKSBURG TRADITIONAL
BED & BREAKFASTS

Hill Country Hospitatity and Style

1-800-494-HOST
ww-.'.fredericksburgtrad. corn

* Das Garten Haus Traditional B&B with
exceptional breakfasts, helpful hosts, private
suites. New Orleans style courtyard and gardens.

www.dasgartenhaus.com 800-416-4287

* Texas Stagecoach Inn Miles from nowhere,
in the middle of the surrounding country...

www.bbhost.com/txstagecoachinn
888-965-6272

* The Gage Hotel A historical treasure in a
legendary setting. 37 traditionally decorated
rooms, landscaped courtyards, year-round
swimming and in-room fireplaces.

8oo-884-GAGE

* Hunter Road Stagecoach Stop Enjoy Texas
hospitality and history at an 1850's Pioneer
Homestead nestled amidst antique roses and
herbs. For reservations 800-201-2912

s Castle Avalon Romantic bed and breakfast and
fine dining restaurant surrounded by 160 acres
of Texas Hill Country.
www.castleavalon.com 877-885-4780

HooPEs' HOUSE
ROCKPORT, TEXAS

800-924-1008
www.hoopeshouse.com

NATIONALLY H ISTOR IC VIr 10R1 A N H OM E.

EIGHT ROOMS EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH.

FULL BREAKFAST INCLUDED. CALL FOR BROCHURE.

Hill Country Outdoor Adventures. Year
Round Birding & Nature Tours.
www.friolodging.com/adventures 830-966-2320

Historic Sierra Motel EST 1939.
Accommodations, Ranch Tours, Bird & Game
Viewing. Beautiful Mountain Scenery.

Box 417, Sierra Blanca, TX 79851
email: james@sbint.net
www.sierrabtancamotel.com 800-960-3705

Hummer House. Largest hummingbird feeding/

nesting site. Observation room viewing birds,

deer, turkey. Dan Brown, Box 555, Christoval, TX

76935. For information, please call 877-255-2254

Bastrop-Moonshadow Cabins Romantic get-
eary, piney wood, 2bedrocrn/lbath, fireplace,

kize,, hot tub.

www.moonshadowcabins.com 888-326-2226

KJC Ranch Please visi our unique Guest House

N A. >f Llano, TX.

www.kjcranch.com 888-887-5557

Kerrville-Turtle Creek Lodge. Sleeps 2-18,
eeck swimming, iskng, peaceful, children/pets
vselcome.
www.turtlecreeklodge.com 210-828-0377

KNOLL FARM AND RANCH
Bed, Bar., anti Breakfast

Upscale inn on histcr c ranch near Corpus Christi.

Superb birdwatching. horseoack riding, canoeing,

fiszi,g, gourmet rmeils and -icnics.

(512) 547-2546 • waww.knolle.com

Pittsburg, TX-Cozy Cabin Rental Great for
family fun or romantic getaway.

www.benbrad.com 903-856-6839

Rio Frio Lodging airnished vacation homes &
cabins in the Hill Country. Birding & Nature
Tours.
wffa.friolodging.com 830-966-2320

Weslaco-Tropical B & B.
Fi11 breakfast; Wiliife F.fuge Parks; Mexican
S-.opping.
tioFicalb-b@juno.com 956-968-9646

Terlingua Ranch Resort Adjoins Big Bend
National Park. motel, RV', campsites, restaurant,
pool. Quiet, remote, peaceul.
www.terlinguaranch.com 915-371-2416

Lake Sam Raybum/Swann Hotel B&B.
Fisl-ing, Boating, B-rdwatciing. Full Breakfast.
www.swannhotel.com 877-489-9717

The Outdoor Magazine of Texas
n:w takes MasterCard, VISA and Discover.

FoT more 11torm tion contact
Leigh Anne Jaksor. _ (512) 912-7003

J A N J A R Y 2001

THIS MONTH'S INNSIDER CHOICE

is Das Garten Haus located in down-

town Fredericksburg. A traditional B&B

with private suites surrounding a court-

yard and beautiful gardens. Tranquil,

comforting setting with extraordinary

breakfasts prepared by your hosts.

DAs GARTEN HAUS

604 S. Washington
Fredericksburg, Texas 78624

(800) 416-4287
www.dasgartenhaus.com

62
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w ww.visitbibend.com
1.877•BIG BEND

The complete information resource
for the Bia Bend area

YONof
he GLES

LODGE & NATURE PARK

940 acres of Texas Hill Country,
Lodge & Conference Center,

Camping, Astronomy and
Vanishing Texas River Cruise.

canyonoftheeagles.com

Never ropei a sIte - or rode a trail? It bJesn't mat-
ter! The minute ou step into LuckerbaCd, ycu
Become party of lie wes:. Listen to pickil uncer te
-rees. Iwo-step Ic a Tevas bard. Or jlst tiF your
chair back and relax by the rippin' water Who knew
cowboys' Could h this asy?

Cive us a hcller a: 88331I-8M0 or vsit is a-
www.luckenbachtexas com tn find out more aboul
what's happening ii Lucknbach.

Port Aranosas
MuSTANG IS L 'JD

1-800-45-COAST
www.portaransas.org 1

HERITAGE
BUILDING SYSTEMSo

Established 1979
8 0 0-6 4 3-5 5 5 5

BUILD IT YOURSELF AND SAVE
30 x 40 x 10 .................................... $4,889
40 x 60 x 12.................................... $7,595
50 x 75 x14 ................................... $ 11,695
60 x 100 x 16 --............... $18,295
80 x 100 x 16 w/col ........................ $21,993

Commercial all steel buildings and component parts
from Americas largest distributor since 1979. Any
size is available featuring easy bolt up rigid frame
design for industry, office, mini-storage, shop, farm
and all steel homes. Call us today for a free informa-
tion package and quote on the best buildings made.

L etiagco

-EN U Tur

Galveston Home. 150-foot waterfront, on
lagoon, concrete bulkhead with dock & boat slip.
1 mile off ICW. Large deck on front with view of
bird estuary. Large deck on back covering patio,
with hot tub. 3br/3ba d/s living & dining.
Efficiency apt. downstairs.

Call Terese 409-737-5200

QjEHNOSCOUT

Computerized collar creates
world's first radio-controlled dog?
Small U.S. company develops technology that uses radio waves and a microprocessor on your
dog's collar to replace expensive fencing, cruel chains and leashes... keeping your dog safe and free!

by Guy Yeadon

This is the safest fence you can buy for
your pet. It is far superior to alternative
containment methods, because there
are no wires to bury and because the
pet cannot "run through" the warning
zcne. With PetSafe Instant Fence, there
is no "other side" to run to, since the
only safe area ties inside the contain-
ment circle. Compared to conventional

fences, which dogs can jump over or dig
under...PetSafe Instant Fence is unbeatable.
What's more, it's totally portable. You simply
unplug it and take it with you to your new
house, while visiting friends or even while trav-
eling. No more ties, cages or boarding costs-
your pet can enjoy vacations as much as you.
Easy installation, simple training. PetSafe
Instant Fence emits a radio signal that extends
up to 90 feet from the transmitter. While the sig-
nal area forms a circle, you can adjust it to keep
your pet in your yard. The system has a variety
of safety features to protect your dog. Patented
coding in the software prevents any accidental
electric pulse in the event of a power shortage.

The boundary area remains stable, never f uctu-
ating with disturbances within the signal area.
If your pet gets out of the containneit area for
over 30 seconds, the corrction pulses will oase
and the receiver will revert to a been Trair ing
is simple and a video is included to walk y t.t
through the process. Or cc you havE adjust,
the signal to the desired strength, ma-k the
boundary by placing the mall trainir g flags
at the edge of the signal area. The training
takes only minutes a day, and dogs generally
learn their boundary wi-hin a few weeks. Af-er
thirty days, you caa beg-n to remove the flaws
gradually.
It's risk-f -ee. Why wait tc take advantage of this
breakthrough technology? PetSafe Irs-ant Fence

comes with a one-year limited
warranty from Radio> Systems,
and its backed by our exu-
sive risk-free gua-ntee. Try
it for yourself, ard if you are

- -~ not satisfied, simuiy return it
within 30 days fo- a full 'No
Questicns Asked" refund.

For years, we have found high tech solutions
from the innovators and brought them directly
tc you... months before they were available in
stores. Now, TechnoScout.com is the high-tech,
osv-stress way to a better life.

Exlusiv'e limited time offer! Order today and get a
ac'ory-direct discount on PetSafe.

Instant Fence
Three credit card payments of...$99.95 $19 S&H

P'ease mention product code 7555-19843.
For fastest service, call toll-free 24 hours a day

800-992-2966
T- riderr by ma/l send check or money order for the
tc/ amount including S&H. To charge it to your credit
cao enclose your account numberanc expiration date.
Vi-ginia residents only-please include 4.5% sales tax.

A Comtrad Industries Compan

EjCHNO9COUT.o
1998 Ruffin Mill Road

Colonial Heights, Va 23834

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE 63
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The view from Guadalupe
Peak is an awesome one

indeed. Located in Guadalt pe
Mountains National Park, the
peak is the highest point in
Texas, with an elevatior of

8,749 feet. According to The
New Handbook of Texas,

19th-century travelers often
were deceived by Guadalupe

Peak's height and the clear
mountain air. They reported
seeing the peak a full week

before they reached it and
consistently underestimated

their distance from it.
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Dakota Quad Cab
The tear dors an Dakote Quad Cab-crveniently
swing open nearly 90 degrees. When it cines to

fresh think fig, we've a'vays been vide open.
Dakota ofprs tw s clas extusrve V-&: a 47 liter
Magnunu and a 5.9 liter Magnon. And tis year
available leather-trimmet seats. co-nplemt nt Dakot-s
retowne-i oratwn.-

p.

V

Ram Quad Cab
Dodge Ran was tte firs fidi-size pickup m, ofier a
JO-cylinder engine. It was dte frst with optional
convenien-es like a fold wn buoiness coasole. It was the
first to ofor four-wheel ,nri-;oc' brakes. And it was the
first with a standard driver athatg on eve-., model. Its no
wande; twhetn the subject ih -it station, Ledge Ram is
among the first names tIhat coe to mind.

I wwlw,

Dodge Different.
SCO-4-A-DODGEor wwkJadxdge.cont

Always une seat belts. R;!member, a =:ackseat is the safest place for chtilcren 12 anc ulcer.In Ram Picktps, children 12 tnd under in the fret scat o ly with the puer ger aitbag t.trred c41.
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